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ALBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZ EN.
VOLUME

ALHUQUEKQUE, NEW MEXICO, Fill DAY EVENING, NOVEMliEK 10,

11)

THE FIRST PICTURE, OF THE BIG
RILLING IN MOSCOW
ACCUMULATE

EVIDENCES OF ELECTION FRAUDS
CONTINUE STILL TO

MAN-

Five Dollars Per Vote Paid to Outsiders Repeating
Fifteen or More Times Before

-

STRIKE TROUBLE

on Gather in TopeKa-Bige-lDidn't Want to go
Railways is Damaging

Passive

DOLLARS

JURY

HAS

TWELVE

RETURNED

New York, Nov. 1". Mr. Hearst said
today that many letters had been
by his managers purporting to
show that men from Connecticut, Massachusetts and New Jersey had come
to New York on election day, and after voting fifteen are more times for
the Tammany ticket, for which they
received $5 each time, returned to
their homes.

Resistance

TO DISMISS

Ballot Boxes Left Unlocked and Unsealed; Others Thrown
Into the River, and Others Secreted
in Secret Places.
GRAND

SANTA FE ROAD
ovv

to Milwaukee.

Much Traffic.

THOUSAND

TWENTY-SEVE- N

SURGEONS OF

AUSTRIA IS IN

Going Home.
HEARST'S

XUMHEIt 280

!)(),".

LFT. BURBANK SECT. SHAW SEES

Worlds Wealthiest Town Cel

In New York Money

ia&Vx

Anniversary.

kHl?

tyS

t

UNION PACIFIC'S

MAYER WORKS WITH

NEW

ENGINEER

Market

Requiring Interference
t
From Him.

ebrates Its Two Hundred

INDICTMENTS

NOTHING

RAMON A HOTEL

GOES TO

SMOKE

' Vienna, Nov. 10. The "passive resistance" strike on the Austrian railroads Is extending and growing worse
daily, and Is beglnlng to affect tralltc
to and from France, Germany and
elsewhere. The difficulty in reaching
a settlement has been Increased by
a ministerial notification that no negotiations with the railroad men will be
undertaken until the "passive resistance" Is abandoned.

Topeka, Kan., Nov. 10. Surgeon
attached to the Atchison, Topeka St,
Santa Fe hospitals at Topeka, Fort
Madison, Ottawa, Kan., Ia Junta.
Colo., and Las Vegas, N. Jl., and local surgeons in the employ of the company at various places, from Denver
to Albuquerque and El Paso, south to
Purcell, I. T., comprising the Railway
5i
Medical and Surgical society, held the
,
first session of its ninth annual two
days' meeting at the Santa Fe 'nospital
FAVORS
MARTIAL"
COURT
here today. Business affairs incident
ATTORNEY GENERAL MAYER
BURBANK'S DISMISSAL. to the society are being transacted,
GETS QUITE BUSY.
10. Advices re- and papers are being read of Interest
Nov.
Ieavenworth,
New York, Nov. 10. Attorney Genceived at Fort Leavenworth today to railroad surgeons.
eral Julius Mayer, before leaving his
from the Philippine Islands state that
this
midnight
of
office after the hour
the court martial proceedings ln the BIGELOW NOT WANTED
appear
before
arranged
to
morning,
BEFORE JANUARY NOW.
case of First Lieutenant Sidney 8.
the magistrate in criminal court today,
THE CABLE DISPATCHES THREE WEEKS AGO TOLD OF TERRIBLE RIOTS AND
Infantry, has
Hurbank,
Sixth
of
the
Milwaukee,
Wis.. Nov. 10. It will
BEcharged
persons
to prosecute several
TWEEN MOBS AND TROOPS. THE ABOVE IS A PICTURE OF ONE OF TIIR sccxiiNnr
been concluded and the papers, which not be necessary for Frank Blgelow
with violation of election laws., ArSOME HUNDREDS OF RIOTERS ENTERED THE HOUSE KNOWN! AS tjii piju inrv
Washington,
have
to
been forwarded
to come to Milwaukee to testify ln the
BAKERY, AND
rests, it was said, would be made at
BIOOAN TO FIRE AT THE TROOPS AND TO THROW BRICKS AND STONES AT
recommend his dismissal from the ser- coil case before January at least, as
THEM PltOM Tllk ROOF
an early hour, and the prisoners will
AND WINDOWS.
conSEVERAL
COSSACKS
AND
vice.
charged
was
with
Burbank
MOUNTED TROOPS WERE KILLED AND OTHER SEVERFLY
the case has been postponed until the
Include one or more police officers.
WOUNDED.
AT LENGTH, A DETACd M ENT OF INFANTRY CAME UP AND FIRED GENERAL VOLLEYS
duct unbecoming to an officer on ac- January term. Blgelow ls the former
These arucsts, It is said, will be the
HOUSE, AND AFTERWARDS TOOK IT BY STORM.
INTO
THE
ot
marriage
count
and desertion of Milwaukee bank president, now servSOME 140 PEOPLE WERE KILLED OR
his
result of the accidental discovery of
WOUNDED
a native woman to whom the Philip- ing a sentence In the federal penitenan unlocked and unsealed ballot box
pine
granted a di- tiary at Fort Leavenworth.
recently
courts
He wu
full of protested ballots, in the rear
vorce.
wanted as a witness ln .he case
polling
a
as
of a barber shop used
against Cashier Coll, and It la said
JURY ADJOURNS TILL MONDAY,
place in the First assembly district.
RICHEST TOWN IN WORLD
WOMEN ACTIVE
tried to prevent him being taken back
WITH TWELVE INDICTMENTS. RUSSIA HAS AGAIN
So far as can be learned, the police
200 ANNIVER8ARY to Milwaukee.
CELEBRATES
New York, Nov. 10. Ten indicthave not reported any boxes missing
Brookline, Mass., Nov. 10. The obBUT DIFFERENTLY servance
since the election. At the same time, ments for violations of the election
of the 200th anniversary ot NO NEED FOR TREASURY
law
finding
at
two
reports
for
committed
assault
of
and
there have been
the Incorporation of Brooklino, which
RELIEF TO K. Y. BANKS.
Tuesday's
were
election,
drawn
One
places.
way
last
boxes in out of the
has long held the name of being the
Washington,
D. C, Nov. 10. SecreJury
up
by
today.
grand
jury
picked
The
were
the
report Is that four boxes
wealthiest town ln the world, was tary Shaw returned from New York
Women Suffragists Meet in opened
up floating in the North river. An- adjourned until Monday before the Intoday and will ' continue today. He said that he saw nothing
other report is the finding of two dictments had been presented to them
Have Been Selected for Another Bartholomew
throughout Monday.
In the present situation of the money
boxes in a tailor shop In Gravesend. for endorsement, after having been
Kentucky,
ConMothers'
market to warrant any action by the
up.
drawh
place.
a
polling
NEW CHIEF ENGINEER
This shop was used as
treasury department.
Their Homes Marked
Massacre
FOR UNION PACIFIC.
The tally sheets of the seventy-thirgress Convenes in
OHIO STILL SAID TO BE
asOmaha, Nov. 10. Official announce- QUARTER OF MILLION
election district of the thirty-fiftOF DOUBTFUL RESULT.
sembly district, were found In a baby
ment was made today of the appointLOST IN HOTEL FIRE.
Crosses For Identification.
Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 10. It is becarriage in the cellar of a house In
ment,' effective at once, of Russell L.
San Luis ObUpo, Cal., Nov. 10.
count
official
today
the
lieved
ATLANTIC CITV, NEW JERSEY
that
Huntley to be acting chief engineer The Ramona hotel, a
the Bronx.
struct"
which party j
of the Union Pacific, succeeding J. B. ure, full of eastern tourists, was
Hearst has announced an additional will alone determine
officials,
suffstate
the
minor
elected
Cronstadt, Nov. 10. The mutiny JEWS ARE SELECTED
Berry, resigned.
reward of $10,000 for evidence
burned to the ground last night. No
icient for the arrest and conviction of though no doubt Is had of the elec- - here has been entirely suppressed, file
Newport. Ky Nov. 10.
FOR GENERAL MASSACRE.
lives were lost. The property loss ia
The an BIRTHDAY OF EMPRESS
i0,000.
'
,T
over
of
tlon
leader
the first Tamman tltrlct
St. Petersburg, Nov. It). tftorleg are rami siate convention of the Keniuckv
mutineers who were holding out In
ft
estimated at 2f0,000.
DOWAGER OF CHINA.
frauds. This Is In addition to the other . The democrats claim both house and tne eastern section of the town,
being industriously circulated that a Equal Rights association opened here
say
republicans
Peking,
10.
Nov.
city
the
making
yesterday
while
The
the
$17,000,
Ing been arrpstt,,. The disorderly
rewards aggregating
UNITED CONFEDERATES
regular St. Bartholomew massacre ot today In the Spiritualists' Temple, on
will be republican, 19 to 18, eraents are all under control,
for the birtha total of $27,000 for proof of crimes
OF GEORGIA PARADE.
Jews and the intellectual class has Overton street. Delegates from all was gaily decorated
61
60
by
empress
to
republican
day
dowager.
house
of
The
registration
ihe
the
and
against fhe ballot and
Qujet at Noon,
Macon, Oa., Nov. 10, Today Is the
been planned by the "black hundred" parts of the state are In attendance,!
Independents.
went
princes
to
various
ministers
and
and
democrats
A1j
laws in the election.
ls qulet at cronstadt today. The of St. Petersburg for some time. It as well as a large number of visitors
second day of the annual convention
mutinous sailors have all submitted is declared that all houses containing from other states. The principal fig- the Summer Palace and offered their of the Georgia State Division or tn
empress.
congratulations
to
The
the
I and the leaders
to the number of sev- Jews are being marked by a red ure of the convention Is the Rev. Ann
United Confederate Veterans.
The
govern- principal feature of today's program
eral hundred, have been deported from cross.
Shaw, of Providence, R, I., one of the representatives of the foreign respects.
WASHINGTON MINE CASE
RED MEN ENTERTAINED
presented
ments
also
their
was the parade, which took place this
the island. The others are thoroughly
most promlnet advocates of woman's
Saved Government Treasury.
AGAIN r.nFS I VKK repentant. Troops are pouring Into
During the riot at Cronstadt, the suffrage ln the country. She will be In the afternoon there were theatric- forenoon, and proved a great success.
ROYALLY LAST NIGHT
palace.
at
als
festivities
and
other
the
the city from all directions, by water. government treasury there,: which ls the principal speaker at the meeting
Besides the large numoer of veterans
Besides machine guns, other street surrounded by a deep moat filled with this evening.
and sons of veterans there was a large
Quotation.
Stock
FROM artillery and a battery of quick firing water, was saved from the mob only
body of cavalry veterans ln the paSECOND ANNUAL BALL OF LOCAL ABSENCE OF COUNSEL
New York, Nov. 10. Following were
CITY MAKES IT NECESSARY TO field guns arrived here from St.
rade, which attracted considerable inLODGE ONE OF THE MOST SUCby the removal of the bridges.
WILL DISCUSS MATTERS
closing
today
on
quotations
stocks
UNTIL ersburg and were debarked shortly
HEARING
terest.
CESSFUL LOCAL EVENTS OF
Powers Accept Invitation.,
named:
PERTAINING
TO
CHILDREN.
(fore noon. Any other disorder at
WEEK.
Practically all the powers have now
THE 8EA80N.
84Vi OPERA HOUSE FOR FRENCH
common
Atchison,
Atlantic
City,
N.
10.
J.,
Nov.
I present
The
ls entirely out of the questlou. accepted the Invitation of Emperor
106V4
annual session of the New Jersey Atchison, pfd
. AND ITALIAN OPERAS.
The resumption of the taking of evi- - The mutineers and rowdies gutted the Nicholas to be present by represen- CongresB
149
The second annual ball of the Im
of Mothers opened here to- New York Central
A syndicate
New York, Nov. 10.
nrovprt Ordpr of Red Men. lodee No. S.I dence in the Washington mine case Tartar and Jew markets, destroying tatives at the second peace conference, day
139
the Free Public Library, cor- Pennsylvania
has been formed, which has purchased
nnn,irj lost ,crM at RoH Mnn' hall. before Judge Abbott in chambers, ' ten modern business blocks and a and the program which Russia will ner atPacific
61
a plot on Central Park West, between
and Illinois avenues. Southern Pacific
number of smaller buildings. There submit for consideration at The Hague
onnosite The Citizen office and was which was to have commenced this
130
About one hundred delegates, repre- Union Pacific
and Sixtylthird streets,
ac- - was no trouble during the night. Late Is being
on
again
morning,
postponed
was
offoreign
enjoyable
social
at
events,
elaborated
the
95
one of the most
senting Mother's Clubs In all parts of Union Pacific, pfd
for the purpose of erecting a modern
of
Fe
In
In
Santa
evening,
at
of
count
the
absence
were
mutineers
the
fice.
seathe
The
so
date
given
far
of
the
conference
has
this
that has been
8m opera house for the presentation of
the state, were in attendance, when Copper
been tentatively fixed for May next.
couples at- - several attorneys who appear as coun- - duced to surrender.
son.
36
About thirty-fiv- e
operas of the French and Italian
the conference was called to order. U. S. S., common
11 18 th"8ht that th
Bel
ln
ca!iettle
102
tended.
Besides the regular delegates there U. 8. S., pfd
schools. The details of the plan have
The' program contained twenty hearing will be resumed on Monday
were many men and women, Interestnot yet been arranged and fhe work
next.
Excellent
extras.
dances and four
Load and Copper.
RINCON TO BE TRAIN
ed ln the work of the Mother's Clubs,
ERIE RAILROAD UNVEILED
will not be begun before next year.
occuwas
morning
court
This
the
I)ebsby
the
New York, Nov. 10. Lead and copmusic was furnished
also teachers and others, present. The
arguments
case
hearing
in
pled
the
Inguests
Devine orchestra, and the
ORDER OF HIBERNIANS
FEEDING STATION
MONUMENT TO ORIGIN subjects to be discussed will pertain per, quiet and unchanged.
dulged in the light fantastic until the of Parker vs. Yanow. The motion of
GIVE $10,000 TO COLLEGE.
to literature for children, care of Juncosts
of
security
a
plaintiff
for
the
the
One
morning.
wee sma' hours of the
Within a few
New York, Nov. 10.
ior citizens, and conferences for teach- CENTRAL COMMITTEE
Biughampton,
Y.,
Nov.
N.
plaintiff
10.
given
was
the
sustained
and
The
Superintendent
the,
enjoyable
the
John
Stein,
features
of
of
of the most
days the Ancient Order of Hibernians
ers and parents.
Mrs. Alexander
Attorney
complaint.
monument
by
Railamend
erected
to
leave
Erie
the
system,
Harvey
City,
served
w
in
dainty
who
ls
lunch
as the
wiil confer upon Trinity College, the
evening
the
Marcy, Jr., of Rlverton, Is the presiMEETING TODAY Roman
during the Intermission. The ladies' M. E. Hickey appears for the plain - gaid this morning that when the new road company at Deposit, directly op- dent of the congress, and Mrs. J. Hln.
Catholic University In Washposite
signal
Attorney
tower,
the
Felix
for
tiff
and
the
Daughters
Lester
east
goes
of
lodge,
the
winter
the
time
of
auxiliary to the
the Santa Fe
card
ington, D. C, the sum ot $10,000, to
ton Engles, of Haddonford, the secbridge
j Into
Erie
over
defendant.
the,
the
Delaware,
to
on
prepared
Sunday,
had
effect
be
Rincon will
of Pocahi ntas.
establish a chair for the higher educaretary. The guests of honor of the
made a train meal station, the pas- commemorate the exact spot where congress are Mrs. Frederick
Special to The Citizen.
tion of women members of the order.
Schoff,
ANNIVERSARY OF GrIaT
!?etVn'1 the' PrPSi'U'" OVef
'
sengers on train No. 9 getting their the first ground was broken for the president of the National Congress
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 10. FifThis will be the second donation made
of
MARTIN LUTHER. breakfast there.
REFORMER,
in!
system
1835,
unErie
railroad
was
in
were
committees
following
teen counties were represented
The
by the Hibernians to the Catholic InMothers, and Mrs. Edwin C. Orlce,
with appropriate cere- honorary
The
in
Frt Wayne. Ind.,cityNov.
charge:
at the meeting of the central
Mr. Stein has just recently returned veiled today
stitution In Washington.
The first
president of the New Jersey
A
monies'.
large
celebrating
of
are
number
of
Lutherans
this
officials
William
thirty-seveCommittee
Reception
committee,
members
was made about twelve years ago.
from an official trip to El Paso, where of the Erie
Society. Among the prominent speakanniversary
of
the
of
birth
road
other
and
Martin
railroad
the
.Magee.
Etell.
v".
Charles
N.
being represented In person or
Glaesncr.
When the Ancient Order of Hibernians
an eating house is soon to be estabers are Mrs. Herman H. Blrney, of
by proxy. It Is not likely that the f established a chair for the propagaCharles kep'pler and Charles Grande. Luther today by services ln all Luth-Flno- r lished in the El Paso union depot. It amen attended the exercises, as well as Philadelphia; Mrs. Anna R. Ramsey,
people
of
special
of
city
andieran
crowd
New
larse
the
from
chimin's
and
J.
Selva
John
Manaeers
be
resolution
will
4 statehood
Is understood that there are several
tion of the Irish language and literaand other cities in this state. probation officer of Philadelphia; lr.
exercises, unicn win include an local hotel
passed or that formal endorse- - if ture, at a cost of $50,000. The donaBen IMgneo.
people trying for the station but York
Aikinan, probation officer of Atlantic
Regiment
congregations,
The
hand
of
St.
Paul's
Church.
First
at
Wendell.
Caller Frank
merit of any candidates will be
tion about to be made will be the first
as yet the union depot association has
City, and Mrs. Murray, of AVashing-lon- ,
The program arranged for the special not awarded
made.
ever made for the special benefit ot
the contract. The Har- occasion. furnished the music for the
I). C.
exercises,
devotional
services
includes
women.
vey system is the best eating
SENT TO JAIL FOR PEDDLING
and an elalorate musical program, be- - system In the United States andhouse
the SECOND DAY OF SOUTHERN
j
HETTY GREEN'S PROPERTY
LICENSE sides a special sermon by the pastor traveling public will be
A
WITHOUT
clad to see
CONDEMNED IN CHICAGO.)
QUARANTINE CONFERENCE.
of St. Paul's.
them
the El Paso depot hotel.
Chattanooga, Teiin., Nov. 10. 'I his
Chicago, III., Nov. lit.
Itoth the
Mr. Stein says that the new depot Is the tecond and closing day of the Health Department of the city and the,
john Mccarty must do twenSpelter.
BASTILE
COUNTY
fully
IN
10.
not
be
Speller, will
ty DAYS
completed before Southern Immigration u'i tj i.: r uit ine Itiilldlng Department haw condemned1
St. Louis. Mo.. Nov.
ORD- steadier; $G bid.
CITY
VIOLATING
February 1 of next year.
FOR
Conference, winch is considered one the old and dilapidated building known
INANCE.
of the most important gatherings ever as tiie "House of Mazes," which Is
""'held In the south. The morning ses-- ; the property of Mrs. Hetty (Jreen, of
the
expected
that
is
After a while it
sion today was devoted to a general New York, who is considered the rich-- ;
transient peddler will get acquainted CHICAGO HAS
discussion of the subject. of immlgra-- j est woman in America. nd also the
New York, Nov. 10. One or thu as far removed from excitement
At
peddling.
as
governing
with the laws
tiiin and quarantine, and was followed mor-- t stingy. Suit has been brought
can well be conceived. He grew up
any, rate, a goodly number have almost curious personalities lu Ie
by an address on " Ci' izensliip.
agents
against
Its
Mrs.
her
Green
and
lo
ready paid laree fines for the violaDuties and Uesponsibil ties." by Rob- compe l them to demolish the building, York city appeared yesterday before In the Metropolitan Life insurance
CRANKS ON EVERY
tion of the city ordinance, and this
ert S. Fulton, chancellor of the Uni- which Is considered one of the most the Insurance Investigating commit- company, from the position of arrand
will serve as a gentle reminder. This
versity of Mississippi. While the gen- dangerous and unsanitary structures tee In the person of John It. liege-- ! boy, ascending slow ly by 'steady work,
ami taking in all the facts that came
morning in police court, John Mceral meeting was in session, the gov- in the entire stock yards district.
man, president of the Metropolitan Llfii In fore him, until he became the man
carty, who has been hanging around
attending tiie routerence. held
Chicago, 111., Nov. M In the fu- LABOR TROUBLES SAID
ernors
appearance
Insurance company. His
In the employ of the company who
TO DRIVE AWAY BUSINESS. a separate meeting, in w hich several COLM A CLUB PULLS
the city for several months, was sen- ture students of the American hUtory
exIs very striking, his curly locks
knew everything about everything la
Chicaio, 111., Nov. 10.
uncer- Interesting addn-.-seThe
tenced to serve a term of twenty days
wire
OFF
delivered.!
ANOTHER
FIGHT.
,T.
tending to his shoulders. He has a its business methods, and was always
A. James, at the tain lalior conditions
m the county jail, having pleaded class of Professor
caused by the jusi ceiore adjournment a oumcer 01
Kranolsco;
of
10.
Cal Not.
San
Fred calm countenance, full of signs
aide to tell any officer anything
be
guilty to peddling without a liceuse.
Northwestern University, must read reckless tactics of the labor agitators committee reports were received.
Landers and Willie Fitzgerald will anility
cnaraeter. He iooks as in vunle, U) i;m,w ag to the condition of
James, Kelley, who was arrested the daily newspapers. If they wish to in this city have forced several large
cue ueiegates fjght 2" rounds at I3H pounds before he wereandcalmly philosophizing, when;affalrg
uoon
nnuruj
aiier
last night while taking the open air avoid trouble. In the course of his manufacturing concerns to leave Chi- started on a trip to Fort Oglethorpe the Colma Athletic Club, in Colma, he ls seen among other men, and acts companyat nny ,lloIueut. He saved the
from lmnendinir collanse. and
cago for good.
treatment by sleeping In the street,
The
and Chickamauga Park, where they thi evening.
and speaks with a dispassionate tone, has built it up to an impregnable po
lecture the other day, Professor James company, one of the largest machinery are
was fined 15 for being drunk.
to take luncheon. The conference
sition. His company deals ln an InAndrea Vasquez, one of the court's referred to an article which appeared manufacturing concerns In the coun- will clo.-- e with a short session this
surance that costs dimes and multistandliys, was up again today for be- in one ot the morning papers of that try, has decided to elo,e Its Chicago evening.
ples of dimes per week, and there is
ing drunk and disorderly. He pleaded day. Upon questioning one of
mills and transfer them to East Allls.
the Wis.
a great room full of girls in the splenAND
guilty and was sentenced to five days
There the company Is building PRINCE AND PRINCESS
members of the class Professor a $.1,000,000 plant that would have
did palace on Twenty-thirstreet and
ARRIVE AT BOMBAY.
in jail.
Madison avenue, where hundreds of
Horn bay, Nov. 10. The British
James found that the student had cot been const rut ted in Chicago, had it
Angers are gathering the hunRenown, with the Prince and
ISTHMIAN COMMISSION
read that article aud was, therefore, not been for the constant interference'
INSURANCE SCANDALS nimble
dreds of dimes and nickels that are
ISSUES CANAL STATEMENT. not prepared to discuss it or any by the unions. The West Allls plant the Princess of Wales and their dis
brought In by the busy collectors,
men. Thisi tinguished party on board, arrived!
The
will furnish work for
Wasmnnton. u. C , Nov. 10.
current news of the day. An company is only one5,ii
hundreds in uuiuber, who receive it
of a score of, here yesterday. The whole city was a
Isthmian Canal Commission has Is other
t lend their names t
financial institu- from the Insured persons, who pay ln
New York, Nov. 10. Andrew
sued an official statement of the re- examination of the chls showed that firms which have withdrawn from Chi-- j holiday attire and presented a magnif- negle
arrived from Scotland today, tions, und assume duties which they small sums each week, and are Inspectacle.
The ceremonies of
ceipts and expenditures under the ap but two of tlie members of the class cago for the same reason. Among
himself in favor of have not time to perform. Their re- sured for the week they have paid for,
propriation of
iii.t".'wu ior canai had read a morning paper t hat dav. thef-- concerns are the Cribbon & Sex- the reception of the r a! visitors by After expressing
ton Stove Manufacturing company,! Lord and Lady Curzon and the staff honeH elections, and declaring that spectable names are used as decoys and are happy In the thought that
construction. To this appropriation is "11.
never do." t.aid the pro- with l.omi employes, the Rvur.sw ick-- and officials of the vi eroy suite were munic ipal ownership was bound to by real managers of concerns over tl.ei nave paid for enough Insurance
coming over from form
d.ided
they have no control. What to bury them. The company is differItie statement isjiesMir.
iiereaiur i snail expect you Italke Collen Jer company with .sno; elalKirate and spec tacular and were- come some day, Carneirle said: mado which
er appropriatious.
we need to control such evils Is men ent from any large
mpany except th"
"Ihe insurance scandals have
a summary of expenditures from June, to have an accurate knowledge of cur-- employe, the Pates Machine company: witnessed by many thmisands of peoSO
KtfiS. It shows airent events us chronicled each dav in wi'h Hoct enuilnves, Iho K1') Cornet pte. who hned the harbor front and a prolound impression throughout Eu-ii- in oflice who are not money grabbers, Prudential Life Insurance company.
Un' to Jiin
i. h the rf.y.i'
t
Th mot of the trouble is the who are retired from business, and
His salary, it developed yesterday.
e .,ieeis ti.iough
P.
.alance on tr.ar date of $tl.0S3,41; the newspapers, and 1 oiiall cuiioider onipany with .'". and the u. .I"11
v. :,o will
nubile offices as they Is the same as that of President Mo
,,n the njv to the vice-- ' fact that there are ao many in Ann-rem-- ' con ire mow,
Printing coin; any with
nmkine the tota. expi mli'ures to mat it tuiiy as jmHnant as me Many
ica w ho are m) good natured that they would their own business.'
V:. cf the N'pw York Llfo, $100,000.
sons a.signed from the text books
rei;al palace.
ployes.
date U.H'H.r,;
ATTORNEY JEROME'S STAFF.
York, Nov. 10. Evidence of
fraud In last Tuesday's election was
prepared for the grand Jury today by
loth States Attorney General Mayer
aud by the law committee which Is
conducting Hearst's contest for the
mayoralty election. The law committee
applied for sixteen Indictments, and
its members said that the names of
some prominent politicians were included In the Indictments requested.
Mayer announced that the evidence
In his possession would Justify him
In asking for the indictment of several
persons, both on the charges of violating the election laws and also for
committing assault at polling places
on election day. This evidence is being prepared by Mayer, working In
conjunction with District Attorney Jerome's staff.
Hearst made public a postal card
received today and signed merely
"truck driver," which said:
"On Wednesday night five ballot
lcoxes were taken from a boarding stable at 232 Front street."
New
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It all run down. weak. nervous and sleepless, she
taking Hostetter's Stomach Bitought to roni
ters at once. These arc warnings of future iron-Mand shon! I be hndi'il. Some of lio feminine
organs have become dornnccd from overwork or
neglect, but whatever the cause she will find In
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MOST ANYTHING

TV foot ain't th' only
thing a tightjsboe pinches

,

-

com-jian-

STOP! WOMEN,

AND CONSIDER THE

Editor Most Anything:
Please settle the following question:
How cold must it be to be twice as
cold as two degrees above zero?
J. D. K.
J. D. K. is too indefinte. How cold
must what be, the weather?

NT

'

FACT

Iu1b of Battenliurg created one sensation while in this count'. He didn't
people
wear nearly as much la-as

supposed.

"The waves were rolling clear over
the boat, and it rocked like a cradle.
Hume of the passengers prayed."
"lld you give up hope?"
"Oh, I gave up everything."

A Missouri man had whiskers
feet long, and he's proud of 'em. But
he's never made them any excuse for
writing any play like "Mrs. Warren's
11

lrofession."
Isn't she tin-

- foolish
old maid? Sim
bought a monkey for a pel."
"It simply shows that if she cunt
have a husband she's bound to have
the next best thing."

WORKED SMOOTH GAME
TO SECURE REVOLVER.
A man walked into the
saloon last evening aud hamh d Cur-- ;
r
ley Collins, the- bartender, a reu.n.
asking him tn keep it until b- - ':iH
for it, says the Phoenix Gazette. '"i
lius placed it In a drawer back of the
bar. A few minutes later there wn
Hilly Mart nn
a change or
ing mi for th.- - night shift. H,. had!
been there but a ion time, when a,
man approached hirn and said: "Give
me my mm: it's right there in liiatj
drawer."
Halt suspected that untie;
ing was ini--- , and r ai neu into
drawer and nave it to the stranger.
A
lime alter tiiat the real
owner of the gun relumed and asked
for his gun. It seems the fellow who;
the'
got it was in the saloon when
weapon was
there, and by t bisi
nf it. The
ruse obtained possi
case was reported to Sheriff Wall-.ewho learned that the man had left on'
the evening train tor M iricopa. Met
the pkn e und
a message l
by
l'eiiy Wilwas arrested
liams. He will be bi.night tn tbe city
liy a deputy sheriff.
!

bnrt-ndei-
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--

t

M--

But Few Are Free.
But few pimple are entirely freo from
Indigpsthm at this season of the year.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is not only the
remedy to uso because It digests
what you t at but because it also enables the dig. stive apparatus to assimilate and transform all food Into
Kodol relieves
blood.
Hour stomach, heart burn, belching,
and all forms of indigestion.
Subscribe tor The feninr Pltira- -

lst

tissue-buildin-

That '.n addressing- Mrs. Pinkham you
are confiding- j our private ills to a woman
a woman whose experience with wocovers a great many years.
man's
You can talk freely to a woman when it
is revolting to relate your private troubles
to a man besides a man does not under
stand bimply because he is a man.
Many women suffer In silence and drift along-frobad to worse, knowiuir full well that tlu;y
ought to have immediate assistance, buta natural
modesty impels them toshrinlc from exposing- themselves to the questions and probably examinations of
even their family phjbiciun.
It is unnecessary.
Without money or price you can consult a woman
wbot.e knowledge from actual experience is great.
-

S. A

Wes-terfel-

j
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Mr

rn

ted this invitation.
reKiilt.
First letter.

Note the

1 then wrote you, wiling you niy ailments. I followixl your advice ami am entirely well. I cau walk mil. without an
aclm or a pain, ami I owe mv hie to you an
to i.ydia 1.. I'uikhaiua Vegetable Compound.
I wish every aulTermg woman would read
Una testimonial and rualiu the value ot w riving to you and your remedy." Mrs. Mury
Iiiinniick, 6 'th and K. Capitol Streets, lieu- -

livn.

1

Mrs. I'inkhiiin:
' Forwent years 1 have suffered something
Tim
trribl every month with1 1my eric.l.
eun hardly stand
pnius aiewxeriicnitinj? an
1
do-to.va
bava ovarian and
them. Mv
mii r. O., V ashiuton, Li. C.
womb Imiihle. and I inust go through an
if I want ! get well. 1 do not want
When a medicine lias been successful
1
can possibly help it.
to submit to it if
I'ltuMi
inn what to do. 1 hoi, you can in restoring to health so uiauy women
Marv IUiiitnieU, .Will and K. w hose testimony is to unquestionable,
relieve nm."-M-

"Dear

gl'.O., ualnngtou.D.C.
Capilol bts ,
Second letter.
Mm. I'inkhain:
" Aftt-- r following; carefully your advice,
and taking Lydna E. I'uikbaiu a Vegetable
Cuiiqiouiiu, I am very unxioua Ut fceiul you
uiy tuitiuurtiial, that others may know their
ealuuaud what you have dune tur me.

you cannot well say, without trying it,
' 1 do not believe it will help me." 11
you are ill, don't hesitate to tri-- l a bottle of Lydia E. l'inkham's Vegetable
Compound at mice, and write Mrs. Pink-ham- ,
Lynn. Mass , for special advice- -it
ia

free und always helpful.

DEPOSITORY

ALBUQUEf CUE,

M.

N.

AND

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA at SANTA FE RAILWAY

Dental Surgeon.

tdtnund J. Alger, D, D. A.
Office boura
No. 3"8 Kail road avenue
:'M a. m. to 1:30 p. m.; 1:S0 p. m. to I
p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

by mall.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

LAWYERS.

Bernard 8. Rodey.

.
Albuquerque.
Prompt attention given to all
buMnese pertaining to the profession.
Will practice la ail courts of the territory and before tbe United States lard

Officers and Director.

ATTORNKI-AT-UW-

M.

N.

.TOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY

ofboa

Ira

M. Bond.

ATTORN
W.. Washington,
patents, copyrights,

i.

ent, trade marks,

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

32 V street, N.
o. Fe slons, lands,
carlats, letter pat-

claim
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEX-AT-LAAlbuquerque.
N. M. Office, First national Bank

r

j;5

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

;

,

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus

500,0O0.W

Profits

aDd

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

&

The State National

t.

46-4-

Airs. IMiiUluiiu's Stumlintr Invitation :
trtss'.
Women stifTorim? from any form of female weakness are invited to promptly c niuuiiuieuto with Mrs.
i'inkhain at Lynn, Mn. Ail letters are received,
I by women only.
opened, rea l ami
A
woman can freely talk of her private illness to a
woman; thus has
established the eternal
conlUU-nebetween M r- - l'iniihain and tbe women
liie-llias never been broken. Out
of America w
of the vast volume of experience which she
has to draw from, it is more than possible
that she has gained the very kmnvledire
case. She asks nolli-incithat will help your your
irood-will- ,
and her
return except
advice has relieved thousands. Surely any
woman, rich or poor, is very foolish if she i
does not take advantage or inn generous
Ml ' l '
Lydia E. l'iukhaui
offer of assistance.
Medicine Co., Lynu, Mass.
Following wo publish two let-te" A you know, I wrote you that niy doctor
Ironi a woman who accep- Raid 1 uiuiit have an oiMruiion or I could nt
re

OF

Office closed until November 13.

s
r
Man's Unselfishness
But
Is often as great as woman's.
H. B. GILCHRIST,
Tlios. s. Austin, Mgr. of the "Repub
Real Estate and Insurance.
lican." of Leavenworth, Ind., was not
li
Money to Loan.
unreasonable, when he refused to
215 West Railroad Avenue.
allow the doctors to operate on h'is
"Instead,"
wife, for female trouble.
he says, "we concluded to try Electric
Hitters. My wife was then so sick,
N. FFACH &C0.
she could hardly leave her bed, and
five ( i physicians had failed to reREAL ESTATE DEALERS
lievo her.
Alter taking Electric Hitters, site wad perfectly cured, and can
'phone, f,35. Olllce, 208i
now perform a'.l iier household du- Automatic
tiold Avenue.
West
driiB.-isities." Guaranteed by all
price fine.
DANCE AT THE CASINO SATUR
AND SUNDAY EVENING. MU
SIC BY THE LCEESDEVINtT OR
CHESTRA. ONLY R E5PECT AELE
PEOPLE ADMITTED.
DAY

Citizen want ads get
Try one.
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00 .000.00
1250,000.00
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We hav had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
O. N. MARRON, President.
3. B. HERN DON, Cashier.

D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

'
The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.
I. H. COX, Manager.
Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Hrass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gisollue Engines.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
Colo. 'Phone, 234.
412 W. Railroad Ave.

Iron

0

0

Flour, Grain and Provisions
2
n

Carries tbe Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.
:

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

RAHOiVEE

RY

PUIU.IO.
Room 5, Cromwell Iiinck. Albuquerque

Automatic Telephone.

174.
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People Talk

Electric

that helps ynti.

WILLING HELPERS

What's the use of a helper if
he isn't willing? Willingness Is
6 an mple uiaulle which will al- most cover all the sins of serv- e Ice. But a classified advertise- ment In The Evening Citizen is a
willing helper that Is not only
ahsouitely competent, but also
a willing worker. It works all
the time for you. It U the beBt
and most economical publicity in
tbe world.

what
Why

no;:.--

biiiit-.--

Lights.

littI44itil(

0

Electric Sign?

investment

ESTATE-NOTA-

ALBUQUERUE. N. M.

Ever think seriously about an

business

REAL

GROCER

WHOLESALE

good

B. A. GLEYSTER

PUTNEY

L.

Room 10. N

T. Aruiljo Building.

ESTABLISHED 1878

"OLD RELIABLE"

Lt).N'S
Automatic phone i'1.

INSURANCE,

Mottier.

Son Lost

r

RANKIN & CO.

business.!

I'nnsiiiiipt ii n runs in our family.
and through it I o;,t my mother,
II. Reil. of Harmony, Me.
writes
live years, however,
"For tiie
on the slightest sign of a Cough or
Cold.
have taken Dr. King's New
which
Discovery for Consumption,
1ms saved me serious lung trouble."
h
was a sad loss for
Mis mother's-deatMr. Reid, but he learned that lung
trouble must not be neglected, and
how to cure it. Quickest relief and
euro f r coughs and colds. Price 5oc
am) $1 oil; guaranteed at all druggists.
Trial little free.
'
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SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson, Assist. Cashier:
SOLOMON LUNA
WM. MclNTOSH
G FORGE ARNOT
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
O. E. CROMWELL

FOR RENT
E. W. Dobson.
FOR RENT Hoorns"" with board? 3 15
CromOfflce
ATTORNEY
South Third street.
lerque. N M
block,
well
Alhu
TO KENT Onu side of store room,
John H. Stingle.
at 20!t South Second street.
ATTORNBY-AT-LABulte 1, N.
rk.NT I'Kasant rooms, with Armljo bullying. Albuquerque.
N. Sa
Oro.
de
cooking,
at the Casa
home
ARCHITECTS.
li
413
Foil H E NT Fu r u i s ed rooms.
North Fourth street. Henry
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling- ford, rooms
Barnett building.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms; Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
gentlemen preferred. No. 619 West
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
Railroad avenue.
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
D. F. MACROLLING,
housekeeping. Large and airy. Corsurveying and
enrlneerlng,
Civil
ner of Sixth street and Railroad drafting. 209 Railroad avenue. Auto
avenue.
matic 'phone 740.
Apartments In Park
FOR RENT
CONTRACTOR 4 BUILDER.
View terrace, eight rooms each;
H.
modern equipment throughout.
A. L. Morgan.
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
FOR RENT One sunny, beautifully AND
BUILDER
Estimates cheerfully
furnished room, with southern ex- furnished; Job work eollcted. Automatic
posure and large alcove; also gas, phone 724; shop mi North second street.
electric light and bath; in private Albuquerque. W. M.
home. No. 315 West Lead avenue.
PHYSICIANS.
FOR SALE
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
FOR SALE One of the best, small, Homeopathis
Physician and Surgeon
paying businesses in the city. Ad
Room 25, wtiiting miutiing, over
dress B. C, this office.
Vann's drug store. Automatic
FOR SALE OR RENT Seven room
telephone, 410.
house in the Highlands. Inquire of
C. H. Cenner, M. D., D. O.
124
N. W. Alger.
South Walter
Osteopathic physician and surgeon
street.
President New Mexico Board of Osteo
FOR SALE A handsome Hanlman pathy.
successfully
diseases
All
piano, in fine condition and almost
hullding
Barnett
OfElce
treated.
bargain.
For ranicu
new. at a
9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
Hour.
office.
lars. call at this
phones. Sundays by appointment.
j
Don't Be Deceived.
FALL TERM.
Do not be deceived by counterfeits
j
when vou buy Witch Hazel Salve. The Albuquerque Business College Opens
o. is on
name of E. C.
Monday, September 4, 1905.
every box of the geiuuine. Piles In
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman- away
pass
soon
will
worst
form
their
Shorthand, Typewriting. Eng
apply DeWitt's Witch shin.
if you will
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw
morning.
Best
night
and
Hazel Salve
Tetter, Ec Ing.DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
for Cuts, Bums, Boils,
zema. etc. Miss M. H. Middleton
For particulars call or address
Thebes. 111., says: "I was seriously
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
afflicted with a fever sore that was
A. O. 8TOLL. Secretary.
very painful. DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Library building, East Railroad ave
Salve cured me in a few days. Sold nue.
by all druggists.
o
ASSAYERS.
REPAIR SHOP.
CORBET & COLLINS,
Stoves repaired and set up; furni
ture set up and crated for shipment. Civil and Mining Engineer. United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyor,
Rear of Walton g drug store.
ASSAYERS.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
side of Plaza. Santa Fe, N. M
Fat
get
and
Citizen
The
Subscribe for
REAL ESTATE.
the news.
De-wi-

ALL-IMPORTA-

f

fr

T-LAW,

-

Law-aster-

COMMERCE

OF

BANK

'

DCNTIST8.

I

n

f

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNT8,
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

d

Toothpicks

THE

'

DENTIST

-

t-

H-f-

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES.

beare reasonable. Call and see
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Steamship tickets to and from aJl
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Are.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Mr-i- t

the University

fJ

u

WANTEi
A.NTtil)
A dining room girl at the
Columbus hotel.
WAN TBI) Clean rags. inquire
The Citizen office.
WANTED
rhree painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WAN TK1
Hoarder iu private fun
ll.v, at 310 West, Coal avenue.
WANTED flain sewing; childrens
clothing a specialty. No. 619 West
Railroad avenue.
UA.Vl'H) To rent a small house
tent, furnished. D. J. Smith, .".:!
South F.dith street.
WANTED To buy or rent, a light
spring wagon, with pole, anil double
harness. Address "Z" Citizen.
HUNTED Girl lor cooking Inquire
of Mrs. B. S. Rodey, 802 Kent avenue, corner of Eighth street.
WANTED Girl for household work;
one who wants a good home and
wages. 215 North Walter street.
WANTED Girl for general Housework. Good wages to the right person. Inquire 234 North Walter

I

OLD TIMER OF
have been barred from HAD NARROW ESCAPE
SILVER CITY DEAD.
FROM SERIOUS FIRE.
of Chicago model dining room. No doubt to promote familMorriii Loncstreth. who ha.s been a
What came near being a serious aciarity with the fork.
rldent occurred at the home of Mar- - resident of Silver City for nearly
shall .lames L. Gill early Friday even- - t.ilrty years .died at his lume here on
Judge" Hamilton, of Mutual fame, nE. Mrs. Gill was engaged in sewing, Saturday, after a comparatively short
Never mind. and had iust arisen to attend to the illness, of pneumonia, says the inde
is sick In Euorue.
"judge." You'd be a good deal sicker fire, when upon returning to her chair, pendent. Mr. Longstelh has been in
in this country.
in some manner pushed the lamp, feeble health for Home years, and did
which was sitting on the table near .not have the strength to stay the rav-bv- .
begin
appreciate
to
Now we can
to the floor, savs the Silver City ages of the disease which finally
Home of the difficulties under which Independent.
The burning oil scat- - terminated his life. Ho w as 79 years
build-iChairman Shonts is laboring in
in all directions, and a portion of age.
tered
K
the Panama canal. His sister. thereof setting her clothing on fire.
Mr. Longslreth came to Silver City
Kva M. Shonts, the temperance work- With remarkable presence of mind, In 1870, and has made this his home
er, lias started out to make the Pana- Mrs. Gill caught up a blanket lying on ever since. He was a carpenter by
ma rone "dry."
a couch, and threw It around her, ex- - trade, and followed that occupation
tingulshing the flames and saving her- until declining years compelled him to
"And the Other One Was Booth."
He was quiet,
was self from a horrible death. She then, forego active work.
Last. Monday night "Hamlet"
the aid of her daughter, Miss and In fact, retired, In demeanor, but
rendered In LaGrange by one of the with
had by this time entered was capable and conscientious in anymost powerful companies on the foad, Mary, whosmothered
the flames which thing he undertook. He was thorough
and It was very fortunate that the man- the room,
the carpet and other ar ly honest and upright In ail his deal
ager of the opera house secured this had caught
An alarm
f ttr ings and commanded the respect and
In the room.
talented company. "Hamlet" Is one tides
w as sounded, but the plucky lady had esteem of every person,
plays,
popular
Shakespeare's
most
of
He Is survived by a son, William
so effectually and with such
and Edward N. Hoyt as Hamlet is cer- worked
Ohio., who
ludement that there was nothing Longstreth. of
tainly a most decided success, and itood
the department to do. The dam- arrived here on yesterday's train.
comes as near filling the shoes of the for
greatest of all dramatic actors, Edwin age was small.
For a limited time we will give
Booth, as any we have ever seen. He
pipe, one
Call at 110 West Gold avenue for with every
was supported by an excellent
kinds. package of Gold Shore plug cut smokevery one being a star In his embroidery materials of all Christing tobacco, free. Henry WTesterfeld,
taken for hand made
or her line. When Mr. Hoyt succeeds Orders
207 Railroad avenue.
mas gifts. Stamping done.
l
expressions
In producing the
by Booth tn his Shakespearian
roles he can have the world at his
feeL He has the voice, over w hich he
has complete control, anil every other
element that has made him the second Booth of today. Shipshewana
(Ind.) Sun.
'

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

a.

Executive Offiro, Santa Fe, N. M..jas a state; and for our freedom from
epidemics, tire, flood and strikes.
November 8, 19f5.
'l.!,.t l,..,-.- ,.MM.O..,1 ...Kn , .1
'....., ,.r
Whereas, the year now drawing
Uip natl?n
a close has brought to the people, of j j.t,t lls n'n that day refrain from all
many blessings and unnecessary labor, nnd in the mystic
this territory
much happiness; and
home circle and places dedicated to
Whereas, The president
of the public worship, give thanks to the Su- United States has designated and set j preme Ruler of the Universe for Mis
apart by proclamation, Thursday, the constant mercies to us, and invoke
13th day or November, A. I). l'JOa, as His continued favor, care and guida day of National Thanksgiving, and ance.
1.4't It. also, be a day
has asked that throughout the land
for the rethe people gather In their homes and union of families, the awakening of
places of worship, and there render patriotic sentiment, the ministering
thanks unto the Most High for the to tiie afflicted, the comforting of the
manifold blessings of the past year; distressed, and the dispensing of charNow, therefore, I, Miguel A. Otero, ity to the needy. Forget and forgive
of New the errors of the past and meet the
Governor of the Territory
Mexico, do hereby
recommend that; future with sentiments of kinship and
the people of this territory observe mutual support; approach the New
the same
Year with pure hearts, with "malice
It Is further recommended that the toward none and charity for all."
Done at the executive office of the
said 30th day of November, A. D. 1905,
be treated as a, legal holiday in New city of Santa Fe. this 8t"n day of NoWe, In New Mexico, have vember, In the Year of Our Lord, one
Mexico.
particular cause for thanksgiving. In thousand, nine hunijred nnd five.
street.
Witness my hand and the great seaj
the Increase of our herds and flocks
and the bounteous products of the of the territory of New Mexico, on WANTED
Gentlemen a second-hanabove written,
yielding earth; the large amount of the day arid date
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
M If! I! EL A. OTERO,
railroad building now In progress and
south of viaduct. Send address and
By the Governor:
contemplated: the great activity of
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
.1. W. RAYNOLDS.
our mining Interests; the influx of
MALE HELP WANTED.
population and of capital, and the; Secretary of the Territory of New
WANTED .Men to learn barber trade.
Mexico.
promising hope of our near admission
Moler's System College, Los

will eonfer a favor be notifying- ut
dletaiy oa any
of the paper.

$100,000
af

on Furniture,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
AND WAREHOUSE RB
placea write
W e SALARIES
lnr
OPEN
have officea In nil (aire cttlrs anu eft.-- tlBaurt CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and a? high
method of nmrktttbg your ability for every cent It
as $200.00. Loans are Quickly made
In worth.
One
Time,:
Hapgoodt (Ino.), Brmla Broker and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods Tv
9ij Chemical Building, bt Lou La
main In your possession. Our rates
tmo

rl (thl man l,.r

I

c

MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

these columns.

15c.

NEW

ALBUQL'EKQUE,

MoneyPianos,toOrgans,Loan
Horse,

p.'ir'r'fla rf M;"t f"v'"
We r
tnS
ttttmtml pns.u.ms --ptyi'ii? Ironi- tf l.uou to IVimo a
yer, but
).; If. rx: .'rlrnci J
hy t rr, ,!.

6

he delivered tn th
Mr at tiie lew rate of 20 rente per week, or for 6
paid
monthly.
(aaata ear month, when

CHARGE,

MINIMUM

fcr.

'4'--

Montezuma Trust Co.

Make your wants
tnrougn
known

In-

sertion.

10. 1905.

Citizen Ids Will Reach Them

im

pally by Carrier, 60c per tnontl
r

looking

--

Largnrt Northern Arimnt Circulnoo

4'

COLUMNS

One cent per word, each

Here you'll find
what you've been

a sure cure. Thousands have already done so in the
a good
past 50 years and tb' ir xamp!o is sun-ione for you to follow. It always cures
NERVOUS HEADACHE. BLOATING.
DIZZINESS.
SPELLS.
FAINTING
EACKACHE,
SLEEPLESSNESS. INDIGESTION AND COSTIVENESS.
Ki.r preventing Chills, Colds, Grippe. Pneumonia or
Malaria it is uneiUnlhd. Try a liottli'.

NOVEMBER

BANK INSTITUTIONS

The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business

Hostetter's
Stomach Bitters

1Label

CUNIONl

WANT

POPULAR

e

t PwWflM

FRIDAY.

Albuquerque Evening Citizen

When a Woman

Daily anal Weekly

CITlftKX.

KVKX1NG

AIJ1UQUKHOUK

PAGE TWO.

Il

long to cnllV ittee

won't

take

explain
the
details.

so

nil.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light

e

--

and Power Company

I

1

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

5

RIGHT

At Consistent Prices
One or the nicest places In the city
Is the pool hall, No. 115 West Ba""
road aveuue. Call and enjoy

NEXT
I

mjlMMS

TO BANK

OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

'

10, 1905.

PACK THRCB.

:ooooooooooooo

THE

G0L0ENMMNG

DISTRICT

ALBUQUERQUE IS GROWING FASTER THAN

SEVERAL ITEMS OF GENERAL
INTEREST FROM THIS MINING

RAILROAD TOPICS

CAMP.

the' of graders In active operation and
supreme court to oust the Pullman j these are located at from eight to
Car company from doing business In twenty mties southwest of Raton.
that Mate, unless It pays Its charter About 3.'i0 men and about 2u0 teams
are now employed.
fee of $14,000.
This force will
be Increased to 6o men and 400 teams
The I. flips' Auxiliary to the H. of as rapidly as they can be collected.
Ties are now being cut by the Rocky
I.. K. of Raton. Is making arrangements to cive a turkey supper and Mountain Tie and Timber company
dance at the opera house Thanksgiv-ins- j and will be delivered as soon as tba
grade Is ready for them. Much bridge
ev Wednesday, November 2!.
timber Is already on the ground and
Extensive improvements are to be severalIn bridge gangs ate at work
bridges.
made around the Alvarado and local
Santa Fe station as soon as the ma- be The mileage of the new road will
according to the located line from
terial arrives. A large force of workto Raton, 76 miles.
men have been engaged for the work. Elizahcthtown
The line runs from Klizabethtown
through the canyon of the Cimarron
The enst of straightening the Santa
crosses the Red river at the old
Ke track between Arkansas City and and
stage station at Clifton, thence to
d
Wlnfield, Kan., will be In the
and from that town east, forty-fou- r
of S.'fi.obo. The work Is pro- Ratonmiles,
along the southern edge
gressing nicely, and the work when of
Johnson's mesa to a connection
completed will lie one of the finest
pieced of track on that division of the with the Colorado & Southern railroad at Folsom; late dispatches pavSanta Fe.
ing announced that the proposed terMoines will have to be
Abe Berry, for several years past, minus at Des
yard track foreman at Raton, hus re- abandoned as a much easier grade to
signed his position and will leave In a Folsom has been found and located.
tew days ft r Newton, Kan., where he The entire distance Is 120 miles.
The agricultural country on Johnhas been offered a position under SuKasley.
perintendent
Merry's son's mesa and the stock section east
Mr.
family will remain In Raton for sev- of there will be tributary to the new
road. It. Is understood that It has
eral weeks.
been financed by local Raton InterV.
V. Perkins, of the railway pos- ests, headed by the Koehler Brothers
tal service, who has been acting as of that city and by New York capi
Mibstitute on the Rio Grande division talists.
It Is asserted that the road will be
of the Santa Fe, with lieadqtiarters In
Albuquerque, has been promoted to the completed by May 1 and that train
service will be in operation about that
first division of the Kansas Clty-K- l
Paso mail service on the Rock Island, time.
The grades from Raton to Elizawith a run out of Kansas City.
bethtown are very gKd. the maximum
The rush of homeseekers to the being one per cent. The line will run
southwest still continues on the Santa through very picturesque and attracFe. and reports say that never In the tive country, rich In mineral rehistory of the western roads Tiave as sources. The rails and car equipmany people been hauled. Most of the ments have been contracted for and
homeseekers are from Illinois, Iowa, will be delivered as soon as called for.
Missouri and Nebraska, and these are
seeking homes In New Mexico and STRAIGHT PASSENGER
TRAIN TO SILVER CITY.
California. Every westbound train
Straight passenger service between
through
Albuquerque
for several
Silver City and IVming Is a fact and
weeks past has been filled.
will be Inaugurated next Sunday, when
the new schedule goes Into effect on
VICE PRESIDENT MUDGE
VISITS EL PASO. the Santa Fe system, says the Inrte- H. C. Mudge, vice president of the Pendent
Agent Cory has received official
Rock Island, accompanied by C. H.
Gaunt, a director of the company, wa-- ' notiflcat ion of the change, and the
that the new
in El Paso for a few hours vesterday, fllr'her information
train will consist of two passenger
says the Times.
j roarn
s
in addition to the eonibina-IslanThe two were passengers on Rock
train No. 2. which was wrecked ,ion ar- Tne traveling public will,
at Ancho, N. M., dav before yesterdav,!,lleretore, not only have the benefit
a tnui-faster schedule, but better
and after laying over for several hours
Mr. Mudge secured a special car and accommodations, which have been
,,a,Il'
needed for a long time past. The
engine, and, with Mr. Gaunt, came on
to El Paso. Messrs. Mudge and Gaunt only reservation contained in the orleft here yesterday over the Southern der is that when there Is but one
Pacific. The object of their visit is freight car requiring moving, It is to
be brought in with the passenger. Ownot known.
ing to the heavy freight traffic which
has existed for some time past, this
ORDERS PLACED FOR
MORE PASSENGER COACHES. is a contingency which will probably
At an expense of $!tiMi,nuil, the off- never occur.
The exact time of tlie arrival and
Topeka &
icials of the Atchison,
Santa Fe are to better the passenger departure of the passeinger train is
equipment of the road, to the end that not known, but the supposition is that
it will be as good as that of any road it will arrive about thirty minutes
In the country, and in some respects earlier and leave about thirty minbetter. This was the announcement utes later.
The news of the inauguration of the
mad by W. J. Black, passenger traffic
service will be welnianaeer of the company. Just before straight bypassenger
all those who have occahe left for Chicago the first of the comed
sion to travel between Silver City and
week, says the Topeka Journal.
Orders have been placed bv the Deming, and will be of material bene- road with the Pullman company for fit to the entire community, as the
cars, slow time and poor service heretofore
passenger
seventy-fiv- e
new
which will cost about. 12,000 each. have kept people from coming here
Those cars are to be as large as any when they would otherwise have done
passenger cars that are built, betng so.
seventy feet long, and as large otherwise proportionately.
READY FOR TESTIMONY
Kansas has commenced a suit in

put-tin-

?

nelgii-bovhoo-

-

lf
;

Special Correspondence.
Golden. N. m.. Nov. 9 Messrs.
Wlswcll & Watson, of Boston, the
Inventors of a concentrator, are building an experimental plant on the property of the Industrial Gold Mining
company, which lies on both sides of
the Tuerto arroyo, three miles west
of Golden. This property consists of
a great portion of the famous cement
beds, the cemented material lying In
unbroken masses covering an area of
several thousand acres and being
feet thick.
fromftve to thirty-fivIt all carries free gold, though the
value varies from as low as 40 or 50
cents a ton to several dollars. It is
UMn similar adjacent property the
Baird company, composed of lienver
and Canadian people, put up a f Ti.ooo
plant five or nix years ago. They
(ltd not make it pay and the machinery
Is now idle.
The raw cement was
fed through the stamp mill and then
run over the plates.
That the cement beds will eventually be wfirked at a profit does not
Any
admit of'Sny doubt whatever.
paying process, however, must necessarily Include some method of concentration, the material being of such
low grade, that' the cost of handling
will otherwise be so great a to eat
up the profits. It Is significant that
those who know the most about these
cement beds think so well of them.
Col. Farley and Senator Kirk have
been large holders In the Industrial
company for years. They stili retain their interests and it is under
thelf direction that the present experiments are made. If the trials are
successful a great mining industry
will be opened up In this immediate
vicinity, the cement existing in such
quantities that a dozen large plants
cannot work It. out In a hundred years.
The Gold Bullion company, of which
Col. J. A. Wood Is the manager. Is
doing considerable work taking out
the old p',ant and getting ready to
install new and larger machinery,
which is expected to arrive about
January 1. The machine Is a gold
washer of a capacity to handle several thousand yards a day.
The
claims of the company lie east of Golden and the process to be used is a
return to the oid established principles
of hydraulic placer mining. It Is a
safe prediction that the Gold Bullion
people will make big money from the
enterprise.

Surer Opportunities Now Offered to Make a Fortune iri
Real Estate Than Ever Before.
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NOTICE

OF SALE.

(First publication October
By virtue

21,

HERE IS A CHANCE
A

x

man with

a

moderate salary

THAT

PUTNEY

to-

OLD

PEOPLE

SUFFERERS
WINTER
They

Most obi people are great sufferers in Winter.
they are
are seldom Iree from pains or ailments of some description.
not as able to withstand the severity of thecliiuate, with its damp, chanjziu;.'
weather, as are their younger, more vigorous companions.
Cold weather
starts the old aches and pains; they suffer with chilly sensations, cob'
extremities, poor appetite and digestion, nervousness, sleeplessness and
other afflictions peculiar to old age. With advancing years the strength and
vitality of the system begin to decline. The heart action is weak anil imgu
the blood becomes thin and sluggish in its circulation, and often some
lr,
old blood taint that has lain dormant in the system for years begins to man
ffest itself. A wart or pimple becomes a troublesome sore or ulcer, skin d;s
pains felt in younger days now ause
eases break out, or the
sleepless nights and hours of agony. There is no reason why old agt should
not be healthy and free from disease if the blood is kept pure and the s stem
Strong, and this can be done with S. S. S. It is a medicine that is especially
adapted to old people, because it is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks,
selected for their purifying, healing and building-uproperties, and i very
tuna ami gentie in us action, h s S warms
and reinvigorates the sluggish blood so that it
moves with more rapidity, and clears it d all
impurities and (mummis. As this rah, healthv
stream circulates through the body everv put
ft the sysum is built up. the appetite and di
PIIRFI Y VEGETABLE
gestion improve, the heart action increases ami
e S r
ui..,,- -,
tV !:.:.-- . an! discomforts of ol ! nio pnsr zr.- -.
Usui Catarrh, Skin Diseases, Sores find Ulcers, and all troubles arising ir i'j
slight-rheumati-

p

oiseascd biood.

THE

SWT SPCCIfiC

CO., ATLANTA,

G.

ter within ten years.

NOTICE

HUNTING

PAR1Y IN THE MOUNTAINS
NEAR THE JEMEZ SPRINGS THE
CITIZEN'S CARTOONIST SENDS
A PICTURE OF A BEAR SCARE.
A few days ago The Citizen in a local paragraph, announced the return
to the city of Robert E. Putney,
George H. Browne and R. II. Green-leaf- ,
after a hunt of ten days in the
.lemei mountains, and, on authority,
stated that Mr. Putney had killed and
brought back with him the carcas of

a

hear.
The cartoonist of The Citizen, who
is located in the wild game mountains, and especially at Jemez, sends
1005.) a drawing of that bear hunt which

or a decree of the district court of Bernalillo county. New
Mexico, made and entered on the 20th
day of October, 1905, in a certain proceeding pending In said court wherein
Wiii.am L. Trimble is plaintiff, and
A. A. Trimble, executor of the last
will and testament of Lawrence
S.
Trimble, deceased. unit
mA.
mlnistrator of the partnership assets
or v. ij. irimtiie & company, and the
heirs at lw and legatees of Lawrence
S. Trimble, deceased, are defendant
numbered 6842 on the docket of said
court, the undersigned will on Wed
nesday, the 15thday of November
l!)0b. abOUt tllA hour nt in n'ntnntr
ni., on the premises hereinafter described, sell at public auction to the
highest bidder for cash, the following
uescrinea real estate situate, Utng
and beine In the ritv
County of Bernalillo ai d Territory of
new Mexico,
q
Lots numbered nn a ti
three (3), four (4), five (5) and six
or diock nine t9), or the original
townslte of Albuquerque,
together
With the lmnrOVementK thorann Ann.
slsting of a frame stable and other
structure used toy the firm of W. L.
Trimble & company In the conduct of
the business of said firm.
The sale will be made subject to
the approval of the said court, and
upon confirmation of the sale, the purchaser will receive a good and suffl.
dent deed, and ill be let into possession of the premises, which will
be sold as a whole, and without division.
A. A. TRIMBLE,
Executor of the last will and testament of Lawrence S. Trimble, deceased, and
administrator
of the partnership assets of W.
Trimble & company.

HOW IT STICKS.

FOR PUBLICATION.

Every Ounce You Eat.
Every ounce of food you eat that fails
to digest does a pound of harm. It'
turns the entire meal into poison. This
not only deprives the Wood of the nec-- l
essary
material, but Itj
poisons it. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is'
a perfect digestant. It digests the food1
regardless of the condition of the
stomach. It allows that organ to rest!
and get strong again. Relieves the
Belching. Heart Burn, Sour Stomach,!
Indigestion, Palpitation of the Heart,
etc. Sold by all druggists.
tisaue-buildln-

Spend your leisure time at the pool,
hall at No. 115 West Railroad ave-- ,
nue.

shake off.

Sunday

morning--

o'clock. Call any time and get a
small map of the addition. 110 South
9

Second street.

I). K. B. S ELIJAHS.

Manager.

I

I

A

TRAIN LOAD OF BOOKS

Big Book Hoose Failed

Hard to bear, harder to get rid of. STOCK MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE
AT FROM 10 TO 50 CENTS ON
Is any i'chlng skin complain'..
THE DOLLAR.
Kcten a or itching piles.
Doan's Oltment relieves and cures
THESE ARE SAMPLE PRICtS.
All itchiness of the skin.
Late copyrights were $1.60.
Our
Albuquerque people endorse this
price 38 cents. List Includes "Tb
statement:
A. M. W'hltcomb, nurseryman, cor- Christian," "Call of the Wild." "Brewster's Millions," ,Grau8tark,,
ner Eighth and TIJeras streets, says: Castaway,"
David Harum," etc. En"In my estimation there is no oint- cyclopedia Brlttanica,
10 vols, half
ment for the purpose that can equal leather,
our pric $7.75.
Doan's. There was one spot below Charles regular $36.00,
Dickens complete works, IS
my knee which annoyed me for ten
years. Unlike eczema it did not vols., regular $15.00, our price, $2.95.
Xmas Special.
WORLD'S BE8T
spread out, but at times it itched bo
Shakespeare, Longfellow and
exasperatingly, particularly
after t POETS.
48 others.
Le Luxe edition.
Full
went to bed or sat by the stove, that leather,
r
padded, pure gold edge's,
I scratched It until It smarted before
price,
$1.50;
our
70
cent
each.
ana
relief came. I tried every salve
Every
guaranteed to tie new,
ointment 1 came across; when one perfect book
and satisfactory,
or your
did not help I bought another and ap- money back
without question or quibplied it. Reading about Doan's Oint- bling.
ment induced me to go to the Alva-r- a
Practically any book or set of book
lo Pharmacy for a box. In a few you
at a fraction of the retail
days the itchiness ceased, and the price want
they last. Get our treo
life of the part affected was killed, bargainwhile
list before ordering.
for up to date, and It is now over
Save 60 to 90 per cent on Chrlatma
six months since I stopped the use books.
of the salve there has not been a
Write for It today.
symptom of Its appearance."
THE DAVID B. CLARKSON CO,
For sale by all dealers. Price 6U Dept.
4.
Chicago, ML
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milburagents for the United
N.
Opened
States.
NEW ROOMING AND
Remember the name Doan's
and
BOARDING HOUSE
take no other.
Your patronage
Nice,
solicited.
clean rooms.
VmGINIA MAESTAS.
"Mother waa lucky-g- -- papa Txiughta
range.
(23 South first street.
--

Ti

reg1-ula-

n

as

to-wi- t:

puts an entirely different color to the
proceedings, and shows that the hunters, on discovering a bear, became
more panic stricken than bruin who
Is breaking his neck in escaping the
hunters. Our correspondent sayi:
"The three hunters, shouldering
their guns, left the hot springs early
one morning for the mountains. Near
the Sulphurs, suddenly Putney, who
was In advance, spotted two bear
cubs, and as he approached them, the
mother bear rose to view and seeing
lint one adversary, showed fight. The
mother bear gave chase and Putney
ran for dear life, but when Oreenleaf
and Browne showed up. the liear appeared to take fright herself and disappeared, calling her cubs after her,
although Oreenleaf, who fell to the
ground, yelled out to Putney, "That's
it, Ham: scare im!"

MISS DAISY PALMER, OF
SANTA FE, TAKEN TO ASYLUM.
With weeping relatives and friends
surrounding her up to the last minute
of departure. Miss Daisy Palmer, a
well known young woman of Santa Fe.
was yesterday morning taken to the
asylum for the insane at Las Vegas,
suffering from what is tln ught to be
merely a temporary aberration of the
mind.
The recent death of her parents is
believed to be responsible for her
present condition, which is hoped by
friends and physicians to be merely
ttimporary. and it is thought that a
thorough cnui'se of treatment by tlie
specialist at I. as Vet as may
her in her right m. u;.i! condition.
Since the death of her parents. Mis
I'aliiu r ha been niakitiL' lo r home
with her br-i- her-ilaw. She is
Inha.-many
a beautiful girl, an
Florida. Mississippi, Missouri. Ken-ti- to
v h
w ill
hear
ky. South Carolina, Texas, (leornia friend.., in Santa
w, of her presand Arkansas, the presidents of tiianv Wit'l deep rclire' ttle til
ent unfortunate trouble.
southern
chambers
of commerce,
boar. Is of trade and other similar or
gatiizari. us. representiativi s of the MEGORDEN A PIONEER OF
NORTHERN NEW MEXICO.
agricultural departments of the varilio is soon to be
Oliver Mcgordeii.
ous slates of the south and of
in Oregon :or kiP'.'ig his wife,
States, and delegates appoint- banged
of rartnington.
ed by ttie governors of the southern was an old pioi
states was railed to order at the audi- this territory, baling gone to that
torium this forrroon by tlovenior Cox. town 27 years ago. where he loca'ei
of Trnmssce. who briefly explained on a rami; at the Junction of the Animas and San Juan rivers, lie lived
the objects of the conference.
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PURE-WHOLESOME-REL- IABLE

MADE FROM CREAM OF TARTAR DERIVED SOLELY FROM GRAPES,
IN WHICH DELICIOUS FRUIT IT IS FORMED BY NATURE IN
THE PRECISE COMPOSITION IN WHICH IT IS USED
IN DR PRICE'S BAKING POWDER

Its stspexiotiiy fe unquestioned
Its fame wosId-vidf- e
Its use t protection cind a guai.ii.ntee
against aium food

Grain Coffee hat the
dorsement of'the best

1
en-

PHYSICIANS
It

builds

strength
muscle.

flesh,

lai
i

'

'

--

and

The Rod to Wellville."
in each pkg.

for.

TURN THE CAN AROUND
and you will l?arn what is the "power behind the dough' In
the high-clas- s
powders it is cream of tartar, extracted from
clean, delicious grapes, and that is healthful. In the
powders it is " phosphate alum' or "sodium aluminum sulphate' which is also alum, a mineral acid, and that makes
the food unhealthful.
Of what use are twenty-fivounces for twenty-fiv- e
cents,
if eight of these ounces are alum ?
Food baked with alum baking powders is found to
low-gra- de

e

POSTUM,
The

his
his

left,

kilirh'--' his wife is not known.

es-m-

of

UTOTTfP

,

there several years, improving
ranch and then sold out. kept
monev until he married and then
Hi
for the northwest.
reason

were deliver
of Tenn
esee. Mayor Frierson of Chattanooga,
(J.
and L.
Walker, editor of the Chattanooga Times. Responses were made
by Governor Folk of Missouri. Iresi-den- t
Charles I. Lane of the Alabama
Commercial and Industrial association
and others. Then the customary committees were apiKilntcd and the con
ference adjourned for luncheon.
Ir. the
evening session Governor
CUnn of North Carolina. Surgeon
General Ir. Walter Wyinan. the lion
M. .1. Saunders, president of the New
Orleans Progressive I'nion. and lr
Wm. F. limner of Savannah. Ga.. will
deliver
In the evening Cong!
Oscar W. t'n.l.-riw.,l

Cream Tf

I

i

-

Welcoming addresses

ed by C. S. Senator

mTVtt)

,

from 9 to 12 o'clock, noon, to ahow th
exact location of the different lota.
The downtown office will also beopea.
Saturday and pay day evening, ontlr

H. E. No. 596S.

Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, October 31, 105.
Notice is hereby glveu that the following named settler has filed nollce
of his Intention to mike final proof
in support of bia claim, and that said
proof will b made before the probate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 6, 1905, viz., Juan
Bautiste Kowemisneh, of Valencia
county, New Mexico, for the SV4
NW4, N'i SWVi. section 28, township
12 nortn, range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,
viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jose Gonzales,
Blsenta Alonza and Teodoro Powto,
all of 1aguna, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

INDEPENDENT

the grounds every

ten'

in

sir-aid-

CONSTANT

FOR EVERY WORKING MAN TO BECOME

four or five lots right now, before the
The Surety Investment company is prices are advanced, and your Investyears IF UK WILL NOW BUY CHEAP offering 2oti choice
residence ment will earn you 100 per cent in a
SI Bl'RBAN LOTS IN THE CITY OF lots In the Kastciru
Addition to the short time.
ALHI'QUKUQI F.. If you can spare a Highlands,
(South Broadway. Arno,
Look for the Man With the White
few dollars each week or month, go Edith and Walter
streets), afr $100.
Horse.
Into real estate on the installment $lo0 and $200 per lot, on the installFor the convenience of those who
plan. The suburbs of today will be ment plan: $10 down, and balance in are busy during the week,, the comwithin four blocks of the business cen- - pnyntenta of only $1 per week. Buy pany will have a representative
on

ran make himself rich

day,

NEW ORDER AFFECTING
SANTA FE PORTERS. WITNESSES WILL NOW BE CALLED IN THE FREEHOLD LAND
Train porters on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe are in an angry mood
CASE TO RELY ON RECORDS.
over a new order that has just been
put into effect by the officials of the
All points of law heretofore concompany and which means a reduction tended in the case of the Costil.a sett-tier- s
in the amount of money that the porvs. The United States Freehold
ters may make in a month.
and Immigration company have
Heretofore, the porters have been been settled at Santa Fe. by rulings
braking and the porter of the court.
doing head-enThe case is now ready
work on their cars for $44. Co a month, for the taking of testimony, and the
hours be- attention of the court henceforward.
with a rest of thirty-sitween trips, and whenever they were There are quite a number of witnesses
asked to double or make a trip during in the case for the plaintiffs in Santa
1he time that they were supposed to Fe. and more are expected to arrive
e off, they have received extra pay soon from Costilla to offer their tesIMMIGRATION AND
for this extra work.
timony.
Under the new order they are liaIt is understood that the defense
QUARANTINE QUESTION
ble to be called on for an extra trip will offer but few witnesses, relying
between their regular runs without upon the records in the government
extra pay. A train porter does not offices as to Its light of title to the
Chattanooga. Tenn Viw in ti,
change at division points, as other land In question, to prove its case.
Immigration
Southern
trainmen do. but runs out for a disIt is hard to predict at this time Conference,
which opened here yestance of about 3'o miles and back.
just what will develop, as the stake terday, is one of the most important
being contested for Is a large one and gatherings ever lield in the south, and
every effort of the attorney f;r both is attracting the most Intense interest
NEW RAILROAD FOR
all through the southern states, owing
sides will be put forward to win.
COLFAX COUNTY Mothers everywhere praise One Min to the Importance of the subjects
which will be considered by the conute lougn l ure for t lie stitrerings it ference. The object
of the conference
THE ST. LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN has relieved and the lives of their lit- is two fold. One of the subjects
Is to
BY tle ones !t has saved. A certain cure
BE BUILT
& PACIFIC TO
consider the problem of harmonizing
for Coughs, Croup and Whooping the quarantine
MAY 1.
regulations in the
Cough.
Makes breathing easy, cuts
states, either by some agreeConstruction work on the grade of out phlegm, and draws out the Inflam- southern
ment between the various state govthe St. Louis. Rocky Mountain & Pa- mation. Sold by all druggists.
ernments or by placing them under
cific railway from Eltzabethtown. in
national government lontrol. Another
New Tailor Shop,
Colfax county, to Raton, the county
A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor important question is that concerning
seat, is progressing satisfactorily and
the best methods of attracting desirrapidly. The contracts for the grade has reopened a tailor ehop'on North able
immigration to the south, while
work from Raton to Elizabethtown, First street, where he Is ready to
and excluding uud,
7t! miles, have been awarded and con- clean, press and repair ladles' and
immigration.
tractors are procuring teams and men gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
The cenvention, which includes the
Patronage of former customers solicit- governors
as rapidly as possible.
of Tennessee. Louisiana
At this time there are four rumps ed.
Maryland. West Virginia. Virginia
d

OTHER CITY IN THE SOUTHWEST

ANY

contain a portion of the alum unchanged !
The continued use of alum made food impairs digestion,

causing dyspepsia. When buying baking powder, examine
the label and take only a brand whose label shows it to be free
from alum.
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FASHIONyou FOLLIES
a trip to Mari-

could take
says an exchanpe,
you would come pretty close to
being ashamed of your kind.
Is In Austria, mid it Is where
the klu of Knpland, who passed his
birthday yesterday, poe
to set rid of the f it ana
once a
Trioat tliat are Inflicted on him because of hiph IIvinR.
At Marienlad the fashions of Kurope for nu n are made.
First conn s the klnir. xvi;h his trunk full of clothes
made by the royal tailor. Following him art) the dandies
of Paris, Vienna, llrusst Is, London. They swarm about
King Bil ward, and the second day after he appears on tho
promenade the exquisites are. out attired the same as
the kiiiR. They ropy his shirts, ties, socks, hats and
shoes. Tailors are there by hundreds, nnd after a while
the fashions set hy the klnt; spread all over Kurope.
coat this winter,
When you purchase your
or the tall Is shortened or a
if It is double-breastepocket appears in some new place, It Is very likely so
fashioned because the king of England worked off his
surplus fat at Marienbad.
That Is not all, There is a social set In England that
can not get within gunshot of roalfy. It may be because
their blood isn't blue enough or that they are not quite
In
rich enough, but anyway, they do not quite reach.
August these folks, If they have the price of a ticket,
hasten to Marienbad, and there they find the social bars
let down. A king putting In his time sweating and grunt-lnwater can t be expected to
and drinking
draw the line very close in a society way, and these
He can't walk
damaged goods get In the king's way.
without meeting them. Ho sees them at the hotel; he
talks with them, and occasionally ho grows frlend.y, and
one or more of them secure the royal favor, which, to
many in England, is equal if not superior to a reserved
can
seat In heaven. In England, in August, all
afford it go to Marlenhad.
But the past was no whit belter than the present,
even if as good. At one time the most fashionable color
'Isbeau," or the Isabe.la. There is a story
was called
connected with that. Isabella, daughter of Phillip II, of
Spain, vowed not to change her linen until Ostend was
taken. The seige lasted three years, which was rather
tough on the lady, and the linen became very dingy. But
It gave rise to this fashionable color. The fashion of
wearlng-thhair short became the correct thing because
Francis I of France had to have his hair cropped owing
to a wound.. The decollete gown was first worn by Isabel! of Bavaria, who had a neck and shoulders that were
worth going miles to see. She was so proud of them that
she had to parade theru. In the time of Charles V of Spain,
short and tight trousers became so much the rage that
the government of France banished them by edict.
So, it appears that while many, esiecially of the
wealthy Idle, are silly slaves of fashion, even with them
the slavery is more or less mixed with common sense.
If

enbad

In AhsiiiM.

Man-enbn-

sixty-fourt-

h

d

NEED GREAT

Mrs. Itussell Sage says tin re is an Immenso amount
of feminine talent and energy wasted In the world every
day, not because of the Indifference or laziness of women for she is eager to do, to nceoinp' isb, to get out
Into the field of life ami achieve for herself and her
kind but because she simply dot s not know how.
Mrs. Sage contends, In a magassine article, that one
of the most Important movements ()f the day Is the reawakening of woman, the building In r up on a new basis

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

2

10, 1905.

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves
$3 China Tea Sett
40c China Salad Bowls

piece Suits, from

.

.$3.00 to $6.00

piece Suits, from. .$4.50 to $,.50
$4J50 to $6.50
Blouse Suits rom
Boys Overcoats, from $3.50 to $9.00

Special Prices
On the Following

3

.

$9
$6.75
$6

I
never deal in trash. It's nothing short of wasting money to buy
poor, cheap clothes for a boy.

25c,
Decorated Haviland China, at 20
per cent discount.
25c
75c Glass Berry Sets
20c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25;
$3.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
65c
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
40c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$10.50
$12.50 Buggy Harness

M. MANDELL
The Clothier and Furnisher,

Albuquerque
ooaoooooooto
Hardware
Company
i

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

g

LONDON

CLUB

LIVERY

AND

FEED STABLES

Corner Second

0000000000 oooooooc
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and Marquette.
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good music. It cannot be procured on
any old kind of a piano. If you have
a taste for good music, you should buy

jj g
M

an Instrument that Is the product of
master workmen. Perfect In tone, enduring In construction and with a suf
ficient volume of carrying power to make the Instrument useful.
The Chlckerlng Bros., Bush &. Lane, and Victor pianos are such.
.

H

e

SCI

Prop.
C. GRANNIS,
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Mexico.
New
Albuquerque.

M

M
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ALL ABOUT WOMEN
FROM

NOVEMBER

About the boy's clothing question.
The boy who is clothed here will
wear better clothes and he'll wear
them longer than he will if his
parents are not particular About
where they buy,

'we

of self help and work for otlnrs.
"It is absurd," she Kays, "to suggest that women who
have a talent for music, or literature, or art. should be
for
enslaved by domestic drudpeiy, while the sini'-n.Ihe civilization of the world is going on."
The
There Is a chance that Mrs. Sage Is In error.
whose idea of doing good in
wife of a
the world consists chiefly In giving away money that she
does not know what else to do with, can hardly be in
full sympathy and have a thorough understanding of
woman in general.
The average woman Is not so anxious auout getting
out into the wor.d and doing for others as she is about
loing, with insufficient menus and strength, all that
needs to be done for her own family.
"Enslaved by domestic drudgery" has a hard and
forbidding sound. But the fact remains that the majority
of women are so "enslaved." voluntarily and gladly, find
ing in the munil'old domestic duties, upon which the hap
piness of the home is founded, not only their highest
pleasure and profit, but their highest, truest mission.
The woman who does faithful', y and cheerfully the
duties of her home need not worry about her "mission.'
She is at the very source of civilization and human
development.
She who makes a happy home. a living spring ot
honor and right endeavor does more for the world than
she who establishes a great art Institute.
She may not see the full result of her work. Like
the cloud that Is dissipated in rain, like the rain that
disappears in the stream and like the stream that is lost
in the ocean, she may feel that her mission has been
naught; but such are the missions that are worm wnue
and the good results of which never end while time
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Want
to Drop a
Hint

MRS. SAGO THINKS WOMEN

The Citizen Publishing Company

By

EVENING CITIZEN.

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

V

WE SELL

STAGE LINE

THEM

SEVtRAL SOURCES

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
One Day at Newton, Kas.
2
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For v
206 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
The Aldlne club discussed the gentlewoman and ex particulars, address w. L. Trimble
o
changed ideas as to the relative merits of the knight of Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J. 0
M.
B.
Proprietor,
Perea,
N.
BLOCK.
old, the old fashioned gentleman, and the modern man.
on man was ended in favor of the man
The
discussion
LEl.iS.SON
of today, although it was conceded (hat the old fashioned
111.45
Some nights ago El Paso suffered from fire a loss gentleman was much more courteous and ga.lant. Miss
Housewife
estimated at $150,000, including her handsome opera house Conner Couvenrse in presenting the ideal gentlewoman
Who takes pride In ber bread and
Fire Chief Frank placed a high standard for the girls to rise to.'
and a number of adjacent stores.
Powers, In speaking of the fire, said that at the first he
cake making knows the pleasure and
laid six lines of hose from different fire plugs; hut soon
satisfaction to be bad by the use of
The Girls of the Hound Table studied English writers
he saw that the six streams would not be able to subdue and lives. Miss McGowan gave a reading from Maeter-lencEmpress mills flour. She knows her
the Are, and be at once ordered out both of the city flre
As a
who Is known as the Belgian Shakespeare.
bread, will be the whitest, sweetest,
engines. These are fine and powerful machines, so that poet and dramatist his themes were melancholy and mysmost nutritious and healthful, and ber
both of them are seldom used at the same time. In this terious, but If popularity la success he was recognized
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
1
instance, as soon as the engines began working the plug as successful. 'To
fone was given the
and light.
of
deprived
they
were
useless,
because
hose became
chance of describing; an English gentleman of the eighwater by the engines. Nor were the engines able to sub teenth century and she chose Sir Roger de Coverly, who
due the fire.
M. BERGER
was somewhat above the gentlemen of that day who fre
From this account it Is evident that without a proper quented their clubs and coffee houses which took the
Want flnnnftr Avpnni
ill
hose
lftfflclent
plug
as
water,
is
engine
en
as
supply of
place of the newspaper of today. The literature lesson
M
E
P
''
)
RESS."s)).
would be with the same water supply.
was the discussion of the assigned chapters of The Heart
The water system of El Paso Is much like that ot of Midlothian and the table talk was omitted on account
Albuquerque, both being derived by pumping from wells of the lateness of the hour.
5c Cigars at Eight for 25c; 10c and Two for
in one locality. The difference between the two cities
Is that, the EI Paso wells are situated much farther from
The Society of Associated Charlies held their No25c Cigars will be sold at Five for 25c,
the heart of the city and have a much greater fall than vember meeting with six members present. A pleasing
the Albuquerque wells.
inrblurit of tho Afternoon uas A eftll mAilo tiv a committep
This city may well be instructed by the misfortune of the soclety upon tne county commissioners with whom
of her, sister city, and The Citizen would again call the the work oast and present was carefully discussed.
As
attention of the city council here, which has so recently ,he work Is non-searlan it was decided to ask the min
and so wisely decided that Albuquerque is not prepared Ister of each denomination to appoint two ladies from his
117
at the present time to buy a fire engine, to the great im- congregation to represent his church for one year In the
portance of ascertaining thoroughly whether the supply membership of the society, such names to be handed to
115
STOVES, RANGES,
FURNITURE,
of water obtainable from the present system and plant the secretary as soon as possible. Also to ask each min
WINDOW SHADES,
IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
can be made adequate to the needs of a large tire. Would Ister to devote one service, sermon and offering during
CAMPING OUTFITS,
ART SQUARES,
it not be well for the city fathers to have their expert the winter to charities, handing the amounts given to the
contrast the capacity of water supply from a well or wells treasuser of the society.
Sold
Goods,
in one locality, delivered by pumping through one main,
and the supply procurable from a number of wells, each
Faints at Show.
with Its own pump, placed at proper places throughout
Some excitement was caused in the Trinidad opera
the city? The former Is the old method of water supply house by a girl in the audience fainting during the dead
Mexico
117 Gold
from wells, and is the one now in use in Albuquerque; serious part of the show. The scene where the blonde
the latter is the more recent met hod, substituting in leading lady is laid across a 'log which is about to be
many places where practicable the old and inefficient
turned Into a beautiful slab through the work of a cirplan.
cular saw is hideously realistic. There is a great deal of
quick work by the villain before the helpless female 'Is
An Englishman who came otu west in the early strapped onto the log and the circular saw set moving
days fell in with a long train of prairie schooners, the and the Trinidad girl was thrown into a violent fit of
s
leader of which announced that he and his
hysterics. She sprang from her seat and tried to get out
were going to found a new town, having every- of the theater, but being several seats from the alsfe
thing that was needful and nothing that was unneces- she could make little headway. She was finally helped
sary. "We won't have any waste," he said; "there isn't to the door where she fainted and was taken to her
a person in our party who won't do some Important duty home. The girl Is troubled with rather a weak heart
The saving of time mean comfort
In the new town."
The Englishman pointed to an old and the excitement of the play was more than she could
The saving of labor meant eso. Tho
and feeble man with a bent back anil a long, thin, white stand.
beard. "But that old man there," he said; "he can't possaving of money meane economy. AH
sibly be of any use to you, can he?" "Oh, yes," replied
these savings can beet fee etUtaee' by
PC
the leader. "We'll opc-- our new cemetery with him."
Installing a
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
119 South Second Street.
MADE
SELECTIONS
FROM
Kansas City Star: The Justice of referring rate com.
plaints to a, disinterested and eminently qtm!itle, tribuPRESS OF SOUTHWEST
nal for adjustment can not be
Such an adi
li
justment should not be made by cither
carrier or
In
dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
the shipper Involved. It is obvious that when a railroad
better thin
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirBLUE LABEL MINIATURE
opposes such a proposition it seeks to r tain an arbitrary
NUTS
THANKSGIVING
any other. You arc most cordially Invited to examine our now
Russia's Condition.
of
power to exact whatever rate it may' he dispo.ed to make.
Made
CREAM
CHEESE
Direct shipment, new stock.
line.
The bondage of the South African neyro bv his ni.is
And it is equally obvious that when a shipper joins with
pure cream, very rich and del
lb.
Almonds,
Jumbo
In
was
In
w
ter
by,
in
comparison
freedom
none
)ars
the railroads in opposing such a policy, that stopper has
Put up in
icate.
Pecans, lb.
w.e positive servility ilemamle.i ami tins royal espionage
Jumbo
u
tn-received or expects to receive
the
bricks,
tt"tsmall
price
Old stoves taken at a fslr valuation.
iiebi .'eu upon the secret thought or personal intention
Jumbo Filberts, lb.
per pound
railroads.
Jumbo Brazils. Is.
of the Kusmuu by tho autocracy of thai natiou. freedom
THE McSRAIN FURNITURE CO , 205 Bold Ave,
i and Haunt it to the breeze; freedom as we
They are largest and finest
to as we
I'Ulon Journal: President Roosevelt is propo-itMACK- MAMMOTH
ORIOLE
nuts we ever saw; call and
lay the axe to the root of railroad abuses when lie asks live it, breathe it U known nowhere eiso under the blue
canopy
ot ihu heavens, but the countries nearer to Russia
A
jumbo
EREL
comcongress to give additional powers to the interstate
inspect before buying.
we are, are free In comparison ami their joy al
merce commission and then to make it necessary for all than
size, each
r lease, is unbounded.
Russia's
Kange.
Katon
railroad companies to do their bookkeeping In public
view. The importance of publicity in' the affairs of these
USINGER SAUSAGE
Came Laws Violated.
BLACK EAGLE LIMBURGER
corporations can hardly be overestimated. It will enable
Fresh shipments by express
A tine old limburger,
1'rom
sciena
number of reports that we hear there is
the government to put a stop to the rebate evil; It will
every week.
tifically cured, soft and mel
discourage the expenditure of money for corrupting legis- Steal need of an nergetlc deputy name warden in this
Gothaer Cervelat, lj.
part of the country who has the nerve to ko utter the
low. Put up in two
latures and public ollicers.
violators of the name iaws. We never did have much
pound bricks, the
Salami, lb
pound
Washington I'o.-- t:
No president not even Jackson sympathy for the name hoj;. There was a time when
Frankfurters, lb
when hf dctli d tin power of the iiutionul hank has eu r the mountains of New Mexico were well stocked wilb
Brauschweiger Leber-wursliefore initiated a si nipple with powers bo hiimik as thone deer from one end lo the other but the time Is fast apORIOLE CROMARTY
lb
which I'rinldent KiMiscvelt now suintnon.s to a trial ot proaching when this noble American panic will be pracEach
BLOATERS
202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
one labeled, '2 tor
slreiiHi before congress and at the bur of public opinion. tically extinct In New Mexico, and that at no pleat disAlamopordo
in
future
tance
the
Advertiser.
The fountains f the Ki'eat deep of senatorial debate will
NORWAY MACKEREL
lie opened when the measures come before that body for
Get Hold of Land.
FRESH SMOKED TONGUE-- A
consiih rai lm. and it may be that iln- flood w ill continue
good
but
Small,
The entries made at the federal land otlice at leii-ver- ,
much longer than Imty days and forty lights.
new lot just received.
stock, each
Colorado, during tho month of October, broke all
I
nasst
Wall St ret t Journal:
Willi all our prosperity the records, lli.iiiiu acres having U en filed upon as homepeople are not iii a contented mood. They arc incensed steads and over 10,0U0 acres as desert land claims. At
WIa8S.Bnni38s.Elc,
at the municipal orrupl ion. Tin y ate restless under the the Santa Fe iand otlice, too, the entries have been
.
The only
incijtialities ami wolatioi.n of law that have accompanied pteater In number than usual and every indication points
Exclusive agents
BARNETT,
Prop.
JOSEPH
city market
the control of biisincsK by railroads and other corpor- to the fact that the mailable public lands arc rapidly
Se.ilshipt Oysters
the southwest
SAM PU AND
ation. They are In an uly mood over tho disclosures of In
reduced lu area and that now is the time to acquire
wrong-doinlu lilh places made by tho Insurance
CLUB ROOMS
lands In the arid west. A few years hence a widespread
West Rarfroai Arrtwe
$20
vnlupu l hound to take place. New Mexican.
0K)0-OOwO0O-OO0Cve0r't r In
X1
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Miss-Winifre-

The Happy

Owing to the large demand
for my own brands of Cigars,
and limited space, am forced
to sell all of R. Massey & Co.'s
brands of Cigars at half price.

'

t
t

'

))...)).

i

HOUSE

until they are all sold.

M. GUSSAROFF,

SlO. 3T 3LU. 1
Installment Plan

South Second Street
W. Railroad Avenue

S

12L

Easy Payments

Bought,

Household

BORRADAlLE
Avenue,

begs to announce to his friends
and patrons, tHat His
FALL STOCK. IS ARRIVING DAILY
the next few days
and that for tasty
designs in
new and
Jewelry and Silverware and handsome holiday goods will be added
to stocli. You are cordially
invited to call whether
you purchase or not.

fellow-emigrant-

I5c

S

or Exchanged

& CO.

Albuquerque, New

Time, Labor
and Money

ill

25c

D 3T

PENINSULAR RANGE

Prices

Plain Figures $30 and Up

:40c

O. A. MATSON & CO,

35c

t,

-

25c
10c

'p!

0

20c

Fine Stationery

15c

The St. Elmo

mm
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MEETING

CHARITIES ARE

THE MARKETS

TO POLICE THE CITY?

MEAN?

HOC!

Rabbi Kaplan Defines Pur- - Does Republican Party Really Armijo Issues Commission
Man With Special InIntend to Adopt State
pose of Organization in
structions.
hood Resolutions?
All Its Details.
CALLED

FOR

SATURDAY

COMMITTEEMEN

GO

IS

TO CAPITAL

FINED

FOR

GIN

-

-

MONET

METAL

Closing

tiraf

WOOL

T0TIXG

quotations received by T. J.;
Co., correspondent lor
Bryan, Harnett building.

&
&

i.o-KH- n

Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
Atchison, common

13!t:V

AicliUon,

1"3

pfd

FIYC

Co.,

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

-

toi-

PA0

The Golden Rule Dry Goods

DOES SHERIFF INTEND

WHAT DOES COMMITTEE

WHAT ASSOCIATED

MEETING

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALJJUQUEUQUE

10, 1905.
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Baltimore

ll't-& Ohio
To
Rapid Transit
Wl
Canadian l'acific
4:!:l
Colorado Fuel & Iron
27 Vi
Colorado Southern, common
Chicago. Great Western, common 2
V. & t)
,';!fc
4SErie, common

OVERCOATS
for Me 11 a nd Boys

Brooklyn

LATEST STYLES IN SINGLE BREASTED, FLY FRONT OVERD.jes Sheriff Armijo intend to police
Chairman H. O. Bursum's call for
Owing to the confusion in the minds
COATS,
BREASTED
OVERCOATS,
DOUSINGLE
BELT
Albuquerque?
is
a
This
city
of
the
of many an to the purposes of the a meeting of the republican central
been put to Chief of
BLE BREASTED ULSTERS AND NEW
AUTOMOBILE
OVERAssociated Charities, which has been committee, presumably for thf pur question that hasMcMillln,
ns a result
organized by a large number of the pose of taking some action reflecting Police Thomas
COATS, AT THE LOW PRICE OF
benevolent people of the city, the Citi- the attitude of the republican party lu of the arrest yesterday of one Eugene
zen yesterday requested Kablii Kap- New .Mexico regart'ir.ij statehood, is- Johnson, on the charge of unlawfully
M
r
lan, of the Jewish Synagogue, presi- sued on October 28, will bear fruit carrying a deadly weapon. The arrest- Erie, firs:
made upon instruc- Louisville & Nashville
HSS
dent of the association, to Issue an this afternoon. It seems to be the of Johnson was McMillln,
8
Ollleer Ken- - Missouri Pacific
article on the organization, defining Its general opinion that the leaders of the tlotis from Chief
HS'Jij
Metropolitan
purposes In every detail, ami Mr. party favor single statehood or no neJy serving the warrant.
Men's Automobile Overcoats, made of Fancy Cheviot, Single Breasted,
23
The case in question Is a very pe- - .Mexican Central
Kaplan responded with the following: statehood, and that this meeting is
In serious 'New York Central
149
Fly Front; cut very full and extra long,' priced at,
To the Citizens of Albuquerque;
called for the express purpose ot cuiar one, and may result
84'
against joint trouble between the city police and Norfolk
Owing to some difficulties, the en- adopting resolutions
Reading,
story
common
which
141V4
the
tire committee for raising subscrip- statehood to be forwarded to con- the county officers. If he
1S9
has no more Pennsylvania
t
advocates Johnson tells Is true,,
tions for the Associated Charities has gress, and that the
gun
a
carry
a
right
Fork Island, common
to
than
28v
not yet been appointed, but It is hoped have taken the pains to gather up all
71V4
not a citizen of the Unit- - Rock Island, pfd
that the committee will be ready by the loose proxies lying around to vote boy. He isaccording
24state&
Rep.
common
own
Iron
Steel,
to his
Saturday. All those who have been for the adoption of such resolutions. ed States,
94-selected are hereby given notice and The result will probably be satisfac- nient, is a Frenchman by birth and Rep. Iron & Steel, pfd
08
t
urgently requested to be present at a tory to the
statehood fac- has been a resident of the territory Southern Pacific
176
Men's Automobile Overcoats, made of Fancy Cheviot and Plain Vimeeting of this committee, to be held tion, but Judging from the number of for less than two months. He can St. Paul
Zi
cuna, extra heavy, Single Breasted, Fly Front, extra good lining,
Saturday, at 4 p. m.. at Rabbi Kap- otuspoken advocates of the Jointure understand very little. If any, English, Southern Railway
97
Tennessee Coal & Iron
lan's home on Seventh street, next to measure going to the meeting, it will and is a character of the under life.
priced at,
,
ji S
.'i
$3
Temple Albert. Before allowing the not be accomplished without first a He came to the city a short time ago Texas Pacific
Texas,
since
130
Union Pacific, common
and
from San Antonio,
committee to solicit subscriptions for struggle.
o
a woman in the u. S. S.. common
38'
the Associated Charities, I wish to
This morning's train leaving Albu- has been living with
has a part It, s: S., pfd
102'i
state briefly for the benefit of all querque carried the following coterie red light district. Johnson
room
a
living
20V4
In
Wabash,
common
citizens and every denomination, the of republican politicians, all bound of the time also been
39
in the rear of Badaracco's saloon, and Wabash, pfd
objects of thig organization. A mis- for Santa IV, some going as committee-a
'Greene
there,
for
Copper
and
cooking his meals
254
understanding referred to in the arti- men
and others as spectators:
6314
has been feeding a few friends o. & W
cle of The Evening Citizen, signed by
The Albuquerque delegation was blind
pretext
lie
that
V. B. Chllders, Albert Kaber. Doctors composed of F. A. Hubbell, W. H. now and then, on the
cm
special
Saturday
UNDERWEAR.
' Wroth, McLandress, Cams, Cornish
running a restaurant.
Greer, Geo. F. Albright, Nestor Mou-toy- is When
arrested by Officer Kennedy,' Regular prices, $1.50 a suit; reduced
and Hope, is no misunderstanding on
E. W. Dobson, and W. A. Bayer.
Saturday, only, to 95c a suit. Simon
our part, but on the part of those who Mr. Hubbell and W. B. Chllders rep- Johnson produced a commission from
act Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
signed the article. They evidently be- resent the committee votes from Ber- Sheriff Armijo, authorizing him tocomsheriff. The
lieved that our intention was to start nalillo county, the former being a a a special deputys.ate-whaCasim, Saturday and
D
he Is to
t
a new hospital, which is not the case. member and the latter having the mission does not
he was instruct- - Sunday evening Music by the Loebs-e- d
The reason for forming the Associat- proxy of W. S. Strickler. Mr. Greer do, but Johnson says light
Sclz Shoes for Men and Boys
Only respectable
orchestra.
district andDevlne
to police the fed
Hubbell,
S.
ed Charities Is two-folT.
proxy
of
carried the
people
admitted.
law,
and
violating
the
First, to take care of the worthy who is a member of the territorial arrest any one
turn them Qver to the county
s cittl fancy hose. 75 cent kind,
sick and poor.
executive committee. Harry F. Lee, then
if
he knows what .1
M Mandell's.
Second, to relieve the citizens of who is also a member of the executive jail. It is doubtful
'
United
the
.
j
a violation of
D
anAlbuquerque from unnecessary
'
committee for Bernalillo county, was constitutes
If
did.
lias
even
he
nnd
he
Ktntr
laws
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noyance In giving indiscriminately to unable to attend the meeting because
police duty in this si rietly fresh creamery butter. ..25c
authority
to
do
no
0
THE CELEBRATED
all who may apply.
is
on
at
of the rush of business which
as this comes under the city po-- ; 3 cang condensed cream
25c
It Is well known that the business 'the office of the New Mexico Sheep city, department,
Mc
Chief
of
which
7 cans American sardines in oil... 25c
men and others are approached al- Sanitary board of which he is clerk. lice
3 cans corn for
25c
0
most daily and they have not the time The sentiment of the Bernalillo coun- Millln has sole charge.
"Toting."
12 lbs. of nice cooking pears
25c
Fined $50 for Gun
to Investigate nor the heart to refuse ty delegation is well known to favor
0
preliminary
a
given
Johnson was
25c
bar9 aundry soap
those who may ask for help. True joint statehood.
Police Judge A.
$1.00
0
lbs. sugar
charity consists In seeking out those
county delegation, com- hearing beforemorning,
Socorro
The
with
charged
10c
Fresh figs, per lb
who need help and very often refusing posed of Hon. H. O. bursum, Elfego Crawford this
41-person
a
unlawfully having on his
15c
is. fresh oyster crackers
those who ask.
Baca and Judge D. H. McMillan, were
0
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V
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6 showini
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fold:
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own,
YORK FAIR STORE,
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FRANKFORT, ST.
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another.
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up for a
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and Best, in nutmeg-- , is ground fine
man commissioned as his
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caring for the poor in our midst.
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not fight it. Mr. Baca believes that
or will
Third, to establish a poor house, or any ' kind of statehood would carry if help him out of the trouble,
Bole Agent.
Johnson have to go to jail and serve from difficult nuts to grind becounty poor farm, where worthy poor given to the vote of the people.
a
0
of
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And
full
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his sentence? It will also decide the cause full of oil ; the oil is their
Albuquerque, M.'M.
may be sent to be cared for temporAttorney H. B. Holt was a passenthe sheriff's
arily, and where they are to pay for ger on train No. 2 representing Dona question, as to whether
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sentiment of these
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The remains of the late . Robert no more careful t nutmegs
and scientific against joint statehood.
charity on business
Mr. Holt Hindmann, who died last week, will than all
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principles and to do away with senti7
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not
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for
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that he did not know.
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V
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another
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things,
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Eureka
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Lime.
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FACE SIX.
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EVENING CITIZEN

FRIDAY,

COMING

HUNDREDS OF ACRES OF "STONE TREES'

November

29

hy local talent.

THE "PETRIFIED FORESTS" OF ARIZONA
ONE OF
Krnm ihe Kl Paso Herald
hotel- - at Ada
, cot on woods near the
Holhrook, Ariz., Nov, 4. - The niana r at the head of a small arroyo
Grand Canyon Ik not Arizona's only In "forest" No. 2, where one of the
greatest wonders of this whole wonnatural wonder, Imt the "petrified
another of equal magni- derful neet Ion In seen u tree of stone
tude. The ruins of ancient cliff dwell-Infr- lirldging the arroyo, 4U or "u feet wide,
a nil many other things of Intercut the tree so large in dimensions that
are also located In the northern por- men have ridden horses across It.
Around the Rreat logs are piled the
tion of this great domain. It In truly
an Interest ing section, full of won- - remains of the broken linilis, petrified
ami hard as the trunk Itself, and near
For real wonders, however, the "pet- - by are chips from the trunk and the
rificd forest" is probably the greatest. limbs, that all together, give the vicin-.A- s
a recent visitor remarked, "we can It y of each large tree the appearance
understand how the Orand Canyon of a woodpile location in a back yard,
It was cltheri Some of the chips are red. some are
earrv to lie formed
I
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Westbound.

No. 1, Los Angeles Express, arrives
7:30 p. ni.; departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
10:40 a. m., Mondays and Thursdays;
Mondays and
departs 10:50 a. m
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SOMK OF TUB t.AROKR PETRIFIED

them and marveled at them as Amerl-llhcans and others are doing to this day.
Prof. Mulr is certain that a volcano
played some part In the petrified "tor-- j
est," If It did nothing but to exMse
the trees alter the water had turned
them Into stone, for this Is proved byj
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SECTIONS.

forest anil return to the town be
fore night, as there is no place to
stop except on the railroad at the
stat ions, and one trip Is about all the
average visitor cares for, hence but
little time can now lie spent among
these wonders. It takes about a day,

e
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through the constant wear of centur- yellow, some are white, and so on
Wa by the raging torrents of water. through almost all the list of colors
or It was due to an earthquake rend-- and if you did not know that it was
hie Ihe ground in twain but nolxdy rock, you would declare that some
has ever been able to eolve the mys-t.- woodman had Just been there with his

I
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LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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t. UEViNGER, Mason

Contractor

C.e.T,e?! Ston House, and foundations.
?k.t?.
a
,B
summer than a brick house.' and U "lleZU
Foundations for frame houses cheaper than
ruhhle
stone. Let me figure with you. Drop a card and
II w? call.
CORNER WALTER AND B M N T A m--

itensU M1"

5

J.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

CAR SERVICE

fir

II.

Thursdays.
No. 7, San Francisco Fast Mall, ar- KEFP YOUR HORSE COMFORTABLE
rives 10:30 p. ra.; departs 11:10 p. m.
Cold Weather Means
Southbound.
No. 27, depaits 11:30 p. tn., connects
Horse Blankets and Lap Robis
with eastern trains.
No. 7 carries through chair, standard and tourist sleeping; cars for San
We have them in all kinds am
Francisco.
No. 22, arrives from south 7:30 a. m, prices.
SPECIAL
LOW
PRICEfe
connecting with No. 2, east bound.
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
All trains daily except No. 3 and 4 direct from
the factory.
No. 1 carries through chair, stand
aid and tourist sleeping cars to Los
KORBER & CO.
Angeles.
H. S. LUTZ. Agent.
Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
THE DINING

-

LEKS

MANUFACTURING

Our illustrated Fall and Winter Catalog No. 16 is now ready for
mailing and will be sent free ujon request.
Discriminating; purchasers who desire to licsliown the Very
and latest productions in jewelry should not fail to write forbest
it.
Every article sent subject to approval.
All shipping charges are paid by us.
Comparison of prices always welcome.

Eastbound.

No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
a. m.; departs 8:30 a. ni.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives
11:59 Tuesdavs and Fridays; departs
12:09 a. m., Wednesdays and Satur-

days.
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EVENTS

November 10. Sapho.
November 11. Across the Liesert.
November 9 Second annual ball of
Improved Order of Red Men, at Red
Mens" hall.
November
George Samuels
company.
December 1 The "Rroken Hearted
v
a
) Hon.
anlr itpheavel-proha- t.ly
sltrt of one ,,( them, where Ilt'llllld Club" and "Sarah s Young Man," by
this upheaval also shifted the waters could stop in the midst or this won- - local talent, under the auspices of the
threw the trees to the surface, outiderful deposit ami study and enjoy It. Albuquerque Woman's club.
of the muddy water, and'left lhemAt present tin- only way to reach the
Don't wait for an explosion cook
where, generations afterwards, the In- - "forests" U to take a wagon, either
illans and the American pioneer found at Molbrook or Adaniana. drive Into with cas the human way.

THE WONDERS OF THE COHTIHENT

NOVEMBER

KM
.K
Gmeral Building Supplies
axe and had left the evidences of his
of the petrified forests."
They ae called "forests," but from work, but when the guide stops the
T.7
From the California Limited
the understanding of the word "fur- rig. and you get out, If you have any
Log Ilook)
most people would take It to doubt, you learn that the chips are
vt"
Both Phones
wejin that the trees were standing up-- just as much stone as the big log from
Third and Marquette
right. This Is, "'t the case with the! which they have evidently
been
petrified "forests" of Arizona. Imt they broken, and the small limbs which
are- wonderful anyhow.
Acres and you have seen lying about in their own
acres are covered with petrified trees, bark are equally as hard
of thei
CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND RElarge and small, mostly large, a bar- - same substance everything is rock.j
It Is peculiar that all of us
and 'solid rock, and you wonder how It alii
rn, desolate waste of country,
PAIRING
compliment
Harvey
should
the
b'ar mute testimony to th( v. cnderfiil came about and how It got there,
System, and yet wo do. It's a
transfuriiiatory powers of age and cli-- i
Harness, 8prlng Wagons Built to
Theories of Origin,
habit, and we can't help It I
malic conditions.
Various theories have been adOrder.
'
The Great Treet in Stone.
vanced. but nobody has any proof of
am really ashamed to say anyGENERAL VIEW OF PORTION OF A :'PETIUFIED FORET.'
Trees ion feet long and three feet the origin of the forest. Some have
HORSESHOEING
thing further, but I can't abthii-cover the conntrv
Thert are suiil thm a ninu fori'st nnoe prew her
lieaps of ashes or the best part of it. to make the
stain. Tbe dining car service
mailer trees and pieces of even largerland that it was petrified by some vol- - 1,1,1 'aVil '"'(ls an,,
CARRIAGE
PAINTING
nes, chips, roots, stumps, etc.. until1 canlc freak of nature, for there are ,,vr' .where in evidence in their vicin-- inspection, with a long drive before
on the California Limited Is too
and after, but it is worth a thousand
the entire surface is one bewildering volcanic evidences everywhere, no;
good to be true.
mass of stone, stone that was once a! matter where you drive in the region. Whatvcr the cause of the petriflca- - times the trouble that it takes to visit
aa
ii niifliirnftiif mnniiAr tU.
K. T. TT.
Cor. First Street and Tljeraa Road ALDUUtngUt LAtlrtlAbt
ami inspect this great deposit of
living, growing tree. The trees have of the petrified "forests." There are "on, tup An.ona pemnen
0
arc among the wonders of the world. "stone trees." It Is six miles from
preserved their original form and ap- - beautifully colored pieces of lava
' nvir vast area, ineir ncauniui
pearance in their complete state of red and white and brown and black
oi. Atiamana to the first forest and then
jietrific'ation, even, to the bark on the looking in form for all the world like and tne immensity oi certain oi me; another three to the second, where
out Hide, and the sight Is as wonderful burned up coal from a grate on the specimens make the "forests" wonder-- , "the stone bridge" is. as the tree
'
an it Is interesting and unique.
tops of all the peaks In the vicinity, fill and wortHy of a visit from the. across the airovo is called, while It SANTA FE
0
IS THE WAY
CUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
ni.-a urive or severa
There are three of these "forests"
miles
through these "forests" to see all that
lying to the south of the Santa Fe rail1
is to lie seen.
0
From Holbrook It Is
road in northern Arizona, lietween the
about 13 miles to the third forest,
Mat ion of Adamana and the town of
which is the most beautiful In color,
Ilolforook, entered from either place.
0 FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
and to then visit Ihe other two and
However, tw-- of the forests are closer
get back to the town, it consumes a
to Adamana and even the third is sevand Domestic Winea and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
whole day. The people in this section,
eral miles from Holbnook, so most of
0 lager served. Finest and best Umpoited and Domestic Cigars.
however, expect to have the place
the tourists who enter and explore
soon made a national park, and then,
these wonderful domains, go in from
if the Santa Fe road does not build
Adamana. The first "forest" is six
a line Into the "forests" there will at
miles from Adamana and then it is a
T5
.T.
least be a hotel erected, where visitors
few miles further to the second. The
can spend several days, and it is certhird is about 13 miles from Holbrook,
AND
LUMBER
The
Scenic
Features,
Mining
the
tainly worth a stay of such duration
and some 20 miles from Adaniana.
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
t'HERM
BUILDING
Always
PAINT
if the visitor wishes to see anything
PAPER
This third "forest' is the prettiest of
the Manufactories, the Smelting Inof interest.
Covers more, looks best, wear
tne three; the coloring Is grander and
terests,
Cement,
Lime,
stock.
Plaster,
Agricultural
Choicest
the
longest, most economical, full
richer in petrified specimens, but
V.i H. Clark of Holbrook, who has
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
etc.
Paint,
Doors,
measure.
Sash
Glass.
viiher or any of them Is pretty enough
been working to have a national park
places, are all along or reached
and wonderful enough.
made of these "forests," has been at most conveniently from the
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
FIRST 8TREET AND COAL AVE.
Wonderful Colors.
It for years, all the time keeping an
Out on an almost level, bleak and
eye open and watching for depredaTiacren plaip it is level except for
tions. He succeeded in getting the
huge, sometimes almost mountainous,
government to construct a stone abutPETRIFIED THREE J.CR41SS AN AttttCU't- piles of volcanic lava and ashes this
ment under the "stone bridge" to pre"wood" is scattered over many acres.
For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.
vent the great, petrified trunk from
,
petrifi-cationBolid
Waole trees in a
and, even over the level land there scientist and the curiosity seeker alike breaking, and has done other valuable
stale of
Many
parts
of
the
of
best
state
the
pieces
trees,
stumps,
you
short
of
is a deep coaling of stuff that
and thousands of people who do not service to preserve this great natural
chips, etc., are lying on the surface as are sure is ashes and volcanic cinders. see them would probably do so if they wonder for postrlty. He hopes to be can be reached by no other railway.
115 GOLD AVE.
Are yci Interested in Colorado?
any
agate
as
was
hard
ever found. Then there are mountainous looking were more convenient.
that
Those who able to get a bill through congress In
Send three cents In stamps for our
And they look like agates when piles of the same sort of stuff looking have never seen them miss a treat.
the next year or so making it a naMember
of Board of Optometry
beautiful Illustrated book, "Picturbroken, with all their beautiful ciilors. as If they had Just been pushed up
A National Park Wanted.
tional park, and then it will in a short
Examiners.
esque
Colorado,"
to
are
not
Tourists
allowed to break out of the ground. In the sides of
Arl.onians, of whom V. H. Clark of time lie the Mecca for as many visiE.
T.
FISHER,
Gen.
any
Pasa
longer;
government
Ag.
thrm
as the
some of these, In many instances bur- Holbrook has taken the lead, are work tors as the Gand Canyon or the YelDenver, Colo.
has withdrawn the section from entry led in what seems to be volcanic rock, ing to have the government make the lowstone Park, and it deserves to be
a
now
Is
It
and
"forest reserve," to are many of these petrified trees. petrified forests" a national park and placed along
them among the
protect it (Ari.onians are trying to Therefore, some say thai the forest cause the erection of a hotel on the great wonders side
SO
of this country.
have it made a national park) but was covered with a volcanic eruption
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
the
time and
action of the elements and that the action of the atmosphere
have' broken up many of the speci- turned the trees into stone, that por- CALL FOU BERNALILLO COUNTY
0
R. . MALL, Rroprlmtor
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
mens so that there are as many small tions of the ashes were later washed
ALL HOUE
Iron and Braes "Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
BONDS.
pieces as there are large ones and away, by rains, and the forest became
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
COOKING
H. E. No. 57C9.
their wonderful aggregai ions of colors visible, after ages of being burled be0 Buildings.
Department of the Interior. Land Of- Boston Baked Beans
county
of
commissioner
The
Brown
the
and
Bread
are beautiful, almost equal in their neath this
lava and ashes.
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, OcRmpmlr om Mining mnd AHI Mmchlnmry a aptolalty
every Saturday.
county of Bernalillo, In the territory
Idendings and richness to theVolors
John Muir's Idea.
tober 31, 1905.
Foundry east side ot railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
401
Mexico,
WEST
New
RAILROAD
In
of
of
the
AVENUE.
exercise
tbe
n the walls of the Grand Canyon.
0
However, Prof. John Muir, while he
Notice is hereby given that the folThe hearts of the trees, in their hard, believes a volcanic upheaval bad some- option given by law, hereby give no- lowing
settler has filed notice
petrified state. Bhow some beautiful thing to do with the present appear- tice that the funding bonds dated July of his named
Intention to make final proof
M. DRAGOIE
colorings, colors that can not be re- ance of the "forest," thinks that water 1, 1895, Issued in two series, known in supiMirt
his claim, and that said
produced, colors that can only be brought alHiut the petrification. Prof. as A and 13, respectively, consisting proof will or
probe
Dealers In
before
made
the
lluOih-r- t
and produced by Hi,- aciion of Muir. who is one of the most noted of 102 bonds of $500 each, numbered
clerk at Albuquerque. New MexGENERAL MERCHANDISE,
I
nature, a tribute to the great Creator scientists in the world, the man for 1 to 102 both inclusive, of series A, bate
ico, on December 5, 1905, viz., Ger- Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
and
who makes all things, but whose w.rk whom Muir glacier in Alaska is and 139 bands of $100 each, numbered trude Heco,
widow
of
Francisco
Heco,
ANTONIO ARMIJO & CO.
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
i
past understanding or duplication. named, is now In the region of the 1 to 139, both inclusive, of series B, deceased, of Valencia county,
for the 300 North Broadway, Corner of WashAncient Pines.
"petrified f irests," making a btudy of which are payable at the option of SM a Eli. NWVi SE'4, SW4 NE'i, ington
Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
Petrified wood lias been found in all them. lie is stopping at Adamana, said commissioners ten years after of
Gent's Furnishing Goods Now Arriving
28,
township 12 north,
parts of the l mtcd Slates, but never j and paid a visit to the forest with the the date thereof, must be presented rangesection
7 west.
were such "forests" of it found as heiv ciiiigri hsionai delegation and a Iteraid for payment at the Chemical National
He names the following witnesses
Special Sales Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street
bank In the city of New York, or at
Movin
prove his continuous residenca
Drayin'
Stiippin'
the office of N. W. Harris & company, to
upon
of
cultivation
and
land,
said
in the city of Chicago. 111., on or
FREIGHTIN
Dautiste Kowemisneh,
the 15th day of November, 1905, viz., Juan
Powto,
Jose
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
and
and that interest thereon will cease
You have us once, you'll
Alon.a, all of Ivaguna, New MexSALE FEED AND TRANSafter said date.
LIVERY.
ico.
call again.
Prjees right;
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFEI.D,
FER STABLES
R.
MANUEL
7 '
OTERO,
there ain't no gougin'.
Chairman.
Horses and Mules bought and exRegister.
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
changed.
By the Albuquerque
Transfer Men
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
"I Thank the Lord!"
Every woman wants a fine evening cried Hannah Plant, of Little Rock,
Second street, between Railroad and
coat, but the price has always been Ark., " for the relief I got from Buck-'en'- s
Copper avenues.
too high for the greater majority. Not
Will do a!!
your CARPET,
Arnica Salve. It cured my fearGO TO THE
eo now, for if you will attend tbe sal
ful running sores, which nothing else
OOC030COOOOOOCXXX)OOOOCOC- HOUSE and WINDOW CLEANof tine coats at the Golden Rule Dry would heal, and from which I had suft
ING, and doctor your stove, at
O. F. PLATT,
Goods company, you will find them fered for five years." it Is a marvelthe rate of 25 cents rer hour.
The real cleaner and dyer. Lapiiced within the reach of all. See ous healer tor cuts, burns and wounds.
Phone Red, 271.
dles' and gentlemen's
fine
Auto, 530.
window display.
South of Viaduct, on First Street.
Guaranteed by all druggists; 2'.c.
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
311 North Seventh Street 31 1
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
Y
266-2- .
.
Automatic 'phone, 675.
rr ire .;!7 - o
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
OCOOC)CiCOC)OOC)CXXXXDC)COC030
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WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
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The Cleaner

New Planing Mill
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SOMK PETKIFIEI

tU

STl'MPS.

t

'

FRIENDLY WARNING

G. E.

CHIPS ON THE GHOl'NI.

t
in this particular location in northern represeutat ive, when they went into
Arizona. The ground is covered with this wonderful region. He says that
It and the fact that some of the trees be believes that the present location
are 100 feet in length and even more, of the forest was once an Inland sea,
makes It all the more remarkable. The and that the trees were washed there
Brain Is plainly traceable in every from the nearby torests and settled on
piece of this petrified wood and it the bottom, the chemical qualities of
Kive indicii: ions of being Norwegian the waters causing the petrification.
pine, or which there an- still large He believes, owing to the condition
piantites growing off to the northwest of the soil, even to the present day.
aliout Kiaiijtatr, hu' iu the immediate in that yeciion, that the water was
vicinity, fur many lui'.en In any direc- permeated with some stmn
tion, there is none of it at present. one siinsiance. mat soakeel into tne
The country is perfectly barren and logs, took tlie place of the original
here n no biu of vegetation except sail an. turned ili.-into stone, and
for i he chaparral and sage bruh iu ittn-i- ,
in" water nan enuer uneii
iut
oine of the ravines or arroyos or theup or beeu hif'ed to some oilier sec
!
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special Machinery

No Need
Mi-- o

to Be Alarmed About Stomach Troubles if You Use
na-CGuaranteed by J. H. 0'Rielly
Co.
ure

KILLtmf COUGH

and

CURE tHt

It

does not contain opium in any
form, acids, ulcoho'i, or any other
harmful ilrug or chemical.
It is a
pure remedy that heals the irriiated
tuuinuoiis membrane, stimulates the
...
riuiuii-iiiiieie is uu so ar ih.hi. o.i u ,1. ,1 .....ii.,,.
urn
il,i
to
lie
ulv
f,,r
need
alarmed
Ask J. II. o Hiellv Com nan v to show
disease can lie cured bv
It you the guarantee under which 'they
n,
Is the onk- leine.u- thar wiriL.
,n-t costs but iiD cents a
na.
n,.. fen
root or lie eii in.
box and our money is returned if It
disease.
" ';
ip jim.
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Dr. King's

Jaw Discovery
0NSUMPTI0N
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A. W. HAY DEN
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

WITH

Shortness of breath, black specks
before the eyes, furred tongue, dizziness, belching of gases or sour food,
weakness and debility are all signs of

GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.

OLDS

irICZl

Pries

tOcMI.OO
Free Trial.

S,

BACK.

7 . VANN.
O. D.
Eyesight Specialist
412
President of New Mexloo Board of
Optometry.
First
established
optician In New
Phones. Auto. 108; Colo.. Black 265 Mexico. Glasses
fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strata.
Office Room 9, Whiting block. Apmade at Vann's drug
PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND pointments
store.
j
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Saddles,
Harness.
O. DINSDALE
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc, Pal-- j
motto Roof Paint; lasts five ere sTti
stone leak. Caah paid for Hides and
Pelts.
m WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Boarding Horses a Specialty

Thos. F. Keleher

Surest and Uuickest CureoroU"!
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-UEor

.

Office and Factory
WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Ip

HIGHLAND

LIVER

STABLE

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

THE AMERICAN POLICEMAN

SPORTING.
.BREVITIES

blood.

of rough flaying

The elimination

uous part In last Saturday's contests.
The swamping of Yale last Saturday
compared with the small score Princeton ran up on the red and white, taken
In conjunction with the defeat of the
Tigers by Dartmouth, forecasts defeat
for Princeton when it lines up against
Yale for the final big game of the
season. True, Princeton entered the
Dartttouth game with three substitutes in the line, but the team played
its best ball against Columbia the
week before, and tlie showing was
lamentable compared with the overwhelming work of Yale against the
same team.
Kail racing opened at Nashville,
Monday, with prospects for one of
the best meetings ever held at Cumberland Park. Over fctut horses are
quartered at the track. Francis Trev-elywill he presiding judge.
Willie Keeler. of the New York Americans, is said to have so much
money he hires two experbf to sit tip
Keeler pays
all nlgnt counting it.
taxes on real estate In Brooklyn, New
Y'ork City and one or two places in
Jersey.
The reason Joe Gans went u 'Frisco
was to he at the ringside on Thanke
giving night to challenge the winner
of the Gardner-SullivafiV. dan
was given a straight tip befor-- he lett
Baltimore that there was not a chance
of his fighting either nan this nior.:.h.
but he decided to go .' ist t'le same.
Kddie Hanlon Insisted on getting the
$25t) forfeit money posted by Aurelia
Herrera, even though Herrera was too
111 to get to the ringside at t lie Pacific
A. C, at Ix8 Angeles, last Friday. Tne
Mexican says he will even up with
Hanlon for taking nis money when
they meet.
Joe Walcott is out with an announcement that he has said farewell
to the ring. ''I retire an undefeated
champion," he says. Walcott is 33
years old, and has fought 116 battles.
Teddy Kelly beat him in three rounds
in 1891. Mike Harris got the decision
over him in four rounds In 1895.
Tommy West fought him 19 rounds
to a draw in 189, while a year later
West got the decision o'ver him in 20
whlppeii mm in
rounds. Kid
15 roundu In the same year. .In 1898.
MvnferloiiR" Rillv Smith took his
measure in 2u rounds, but he beat
Smith in 25 rounds in 19o. Tommy
West beat him in 11 rounds the same
vear. In 1901 he lost in 19 rounds
on a foul to "Kid" Carter, but later
same year Carter knocked him out in
Others why later took his
7 rounds.
measure were George Gardner, Frank
f'hilds. Sandv Ferguson and Dixie
n
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BERRY
IN' LAS VEGAS.

307 West Railroad Avenui.
Oar or Night
Bitb 'Phones.

The Albuqaerqoe Hatters
and Steam Cleaners
Hats cleaned and blocked In any style,
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Third treet and Gold ave
nue, in the car.
MERCHANT

TAILORING

NO. 209 WE8T
AVENUE, O. BAM
'
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
1
up
My merchant tailoring shop
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where
solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I bav had fifteen years' experience in the business. Suit mad
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I us will not
injure the cloth. Ladles' garment
also cleaned and walking skirts mad
to order. Give me a trial.

UPSTAIRS,

rvm

3 O "MM. m

We are prepared to furnish, on short notice, all sorts of
HIGH

TRESSUSE

BOILERS

Internally Fired Marine Type Boiler.
Cahall Water Tub Safety, and Return Tubular Boiler. 8ond u your
Specification for Quotation.

The
1621-163-

Hendrie

&

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

Seventeenth Street.

9

DENVER,

q

COLORADO

WHERE TO DTNE WELL
F'e Restaurant
Santa
"
REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.
L" nder
Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
'
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.
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Unredeemed Diamonds

IN

0

can save you money on Diamonds. When you
huv diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
house; thst means you buy diamonds right.
When you buy diamonds right you hfcye a safe
investment, tbat'a as good a government bond. Diamonds increase.
In value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and Increa
your prestige. You are cordially invited to call and Inspect ray
beautiful line of gems at price Jeweler cannot buy at wholel
what I offer at retail.
The Man You Can Trus
ROSENFIELO, Tha Pawnbroker.
1189 Railroad avenue, next door to the St Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.
I
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MELIHI & EAKIN,

Wholesale

iNor

and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
4
Cbandon Wiilt Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian
Jos. Schllt Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owner and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogn an
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South Firrt
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

OVER

RAILROAD

The Williams Dtug Co.
O. B.

O. BAMBINL

PLANING

juxza. tixLsia.

Proprietor.

WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
MILL.

Dlsastrou Calamity.
It Is a disastrous calamity, when
you loe your health, because indigestion and constipation have sapped
it away. Prompt relief can be had In
They
Dr. Kings New Life Pills.
build up your digestive organs, and
PEOPLE DESIROUS OF LEARN- cure headache, dizziness, colic, conING SPANISH, ADDRESS, P. O. BOX stipation, etc. Guaranteed by all druggists; 25c.
226, OR CALL AUTO. 'PHONE 460.
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

AVENUE,

WEST RAILROAD

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

.mriaiia

ai;

missnsa
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YOU WANT THE

NEWS
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i lie Ftstme Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the tZcfen

of Tie Atchison, Topeha

Gut-o- ff

Santa F'e Railway

Belen is 31 milts south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

n

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
busiiie.-ani reid' rice lots, ni.e HSxH: feet, laid out with l.rna'l
- tlROrm- ehiint.rs Pom iiiL'i cial eltiiir.oi.nl.v inn of I.F.11O Inhabitant:
restaurants, etc. Helen is the- largest shij.iins? point f..r wool, flour,

Of 1.000
in-

n.

n,

HORSE

The Fuehr Undertaking Company
Successor to Edward ft Fuehr

a'.

Ibe,

the cl'.V.S
,
uratit, ai; linst he
i,. Ci
I'lilted States Freehold Land and Immigration company, the det.ndant
coiupanv by its attorneys y,M nlay
tiled a motion demanding judgment on
the pleadings in the ease and a stipulation tib'd in the case wherein it was
agreed by the parties that the sett
claimed title to the lands in (pies KlU
bill
by reason of adverse posses-ioWithout any paper title to the lands.
seThe defendants claimed lliat the
iners could not maintain their action
because the land sued for was within
the limits of u Mexican grant and they
could not take advantage of the statutes of limitation, unless ihey claim
The
ed it under written conveyances.
question was argued at great length
Tuesday. The court took the motion
until yesterday
a ll is. meiit
miller
morning and then overrule, the motion ot the .lef. n. hints, thereby holding that a ttiiiieti instrument was ti"i
necessary for the pui'ihise of initialing
within
a title by adverse posses-iothe limits of a Mexican land grant.
This decision was a decided ictory
'for the p.aintift's, the settlers of
of

A

f
Win, Berry, state treasurer-elec- t
Pennsylvania on the fusion ticket, is
I., ('uniiinn-liain- .
an old friend of Dr.
of this rlty, nays the Optic. Mr.
Merry's non Benjamin, now an officer
of the navy, was the nueHt of Chas.
I'unninnhain in Las Vcuas some years

j

c

ON JAW

TREASURER-ELEC-

McFIE

o.,

INDIANS AWAIT
RETURN OF MONTEZUMA.

Is well
A. C. Willis, a man who
known at Phoenix, and who has lived
there for many years, met with a se
Hons accident the latter part of last
week. He has been working at the
Watson ranch south of Phoenix am
was kicked by a horse. He reached
down for a rope behind the animal
and the kick caught him squarely on
the jaw, turning him completely over
and breaking the jaw bone. He was
brought to Phoenix and although pretty well used up, is recovering as well
as could be expected.

i

--

Mutual Building Associa
.1. O Baldrldge's Lum-

at

the Graham county papers have been
TOW A. GRADI
severe in denunciation of the governor's act, says the Phoenix Republi- Dealers In Groceries, Prortslons, Hay,
can. It is true that the crime charged,
Grain and Fuel.
if It were committed. Is unpardonable Fine line of Imported Wines, IJquors
from every .standMiint, but the govand Cigars. Place your orders for
ernor is fu.ly convinced by proof that
this line with us.
1b incontrovertible,
NORTH THIRD STREET.
that Trimble never
committed the crime. This Is borne
of t.tnonyon Te,
the otllce of the governor, who says
REDUCED PRICES
that, in addition thereto Judge Doau, ) On
Dental Work. Plates, 18.00;
who sentenced Trimble, asked for his
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, (1.00
pardon in a regular way, and supple- - up. Teeth extracted without pain,
lm,im.(I his r,.(1I,,M with" repeated per.
60c.
All guaranteed.
lm,.rvi(iws sayillJ, ,,,.
waP
so thoroughly convinced of Trimble's
innocence that his conscience would
not cease upbraiding him until the
man was lilierated.
It is a further
fact that, if Trimble was guilty, his
!
I.
wife was equally so ami when a
change of venue was granted in her
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
case to another county, the case was
Room 17, N. T. Armijo Building.
dismissed by the Graham county au
thorities, leaving the Inference that
she could not be convicted by a fair
trial before an unprejudiced jury

BY

FAPER MONUMENTS NOT NECESSARY TO INITIATE TITLE TO
LANDS WITHIN r.'EXtCAN LAND
",a--

Secretary

IN ARIZONA. tion. Office
Concerning the pardon of Walter ber yard.
Trimble by Governor Klbbey, some of
OVER

,Tk K, outl.n,
UniZmember Z
of the police

POLICEMAN AS SEEN

OF

BOILERS

0

INSURANCE.

THE TRIMBLE PARDON

KICKED

THE AMERICAN

Wagons"
"Red
BACK
P. O.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

A. E. WALKER,

gray-halte-

j

GRANTS.

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We bave added to our already wtll equipped laundery a machine with which we can hanii:
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to i
and we will straighten them out for you.

ward followed. There, was little delay CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
In getting a jury.
The trial was beWholesale and Retail
gun In the afternoon.
The evidence
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
was of such a character that It can
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
not be printed,
l.indler and Heiber
were naturally the principal witnesses. 602 South First Street Both Phones
Mrs. Heard only testified that she wag
not acquainted with Davis; that she
hail washed lor him a half do.en
rmm
times.

A special dispatch from Santa Ke
says: Two
Pueblo In
dlans arrived from Taos today to look
for the arrival of Montezuma or bis
messenger, who, according to ancient
tradition, is to appear at Santa. Fe
In November. Itoth men are over 70
years old and have made this pilgrim
age at this time' anntial.v for many
years past, being each year
Upon
by the Pueblos to this honor.
their return they will report that Mon
teziima or his messenger has not yet
arrived.

i

--

FOUND AT LAST

CO.

RRATT

-

PUEBLO

.

ff

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

I

.

Kid.

!'io-ar-

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Staple and Fancy
roceries

way it is with the czar, mat is tne
force. who went to the barn and
overthrow of free government.
Davjs in the act for which he
The first thing is for those In office caught
His arrest soon after- to obey the law limiting and regit' was Indicted.

The wave of enthusiasm that, was
expected to sweep over sport dom roi
lowing the announcement that Fitz
Simmons is to fight O'Brien seems to
"have flattened on the sandy shore oi
the
doubt. It is not regarded amongaway
umbabilities that Fitz can stow
the clever conqueror of Kaufman, as
the Jnky One has taken on age and
the stiffness of muscles that, comes
therewith. The sorry exhibition Fitz
tn,iA with George Gardner two years
ago is still fresh in the minds of ring
followers.
Jimmy Gardner and Mike Sullivan
are in San Francisco training for their
match next month.
The , boxing game is having a hard
,tav
i
i
With the -gov- - .
'
l llll,- - ,1 ll ih..o
f
tiiliii:in instructing the
sheriffs to stop the. bouts In that state,
in Chicago,
the lid pressed down tight
bars
an ominous lull in St. Louis, the slight
put up all through the south and fight
prospects of a change on the
map. a long, hard winter seems about
to set in for the sous of Hitim.
,
,
Quarterback Stevens in of Pennsyl-naniagame
the
from
ordered
was
with i.afavette Saturday for striking
an opposing player in the face, knocking him down. One of the first moves
for eliminating roughness from the
game should be to perpetually disbar
selStevenson from all gridirons. He re
dom goes through a game without
sorting to rouuh house methods, anci
drops him
the sooner Pennsylvania,
from its squad, the I.eU. r it will bo j
for the game.
the famous,
.1
". I'.. Tewksbnry.
printer, is ill wi-lever in a Phi'adel-- uni
TV a, bury was " mm-rphi a hoM.i-alwh Kdwanlj'
a
''
n vnn. as -' u.tr;..!!. P.i .

12 W. Railroad Avenue.

r. C.

,,,

'f

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

ii'i'i,;: v,'. .(. (jayngh.
Established In 1882
the past to collect such levies
One
&
"f tlnni
fiptain. confe sed l all
before the I.cmhv legislative jnvesti- - Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jan. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
miiiumcc in imii. lie was
not dismissed from the fone. hut lias,
bodtn's Granite Flour.
"n the contrary, been promoted to be
nispecior el police.
I'mlcr our system of government
even a murderer cannot he arrested
,1
ami held without evidence, let alone
i'c..ue suspeciect or petty otrenses.
such as playing oker and betting onlHillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
horse races, for w hich lawless raids
Earth,
ami noiisenre.ikin
and arrests with-- !
Free Dellrery.
out warrant or evidence are made Orders Solicited.
continually ami defiantly in the city
214
Second
Street.
South
,,f .t.w York,

..i,.i

&We

Cigar.

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Broa.)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
Albuquerque.
207 S. First Street.

!

powers, and united all

Lily

Wholesale Grocers

SIMON

-x-x-x

and judicial

i'.

PIONEER BAKERY

!

ec!,Uve7asur,.dy the

Kindt of Fresh and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEI NWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street

113

u.-p-

y

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Meat Market

JOE

i

-

SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

Smoke the Wb'te

BY THE HON. W. J. GAYNOR.
Judge of the Supreme Court of New York.
The matter is very simple. There lating their conduct and powers.
they may trample
are two kinds of government, despot- The notion that
on the laws regulating and limiting
ism and free government. The people their conduct and powers In their efof Hussia ate just now casting off des- forts or pretenses to make other people observe the laws regulating their
potism.
mo.-- t
dangerous and
Am what do we road, in the daily conduct, is the
ever entered the heas
pernicious
that
newspapers as the main things they of men.
are demanding in order to do it? Why,
We have more to Tear in this blesssimply liberty and Immunity of person ed country from the vice of arbitrary
litand house, and free speech. How
power than from all the other vices
tle they seem and yet how great they and crimes combined.
are. These are the things that make
tne
It brings In its train all of
the difference between a despotism
osi.iw.i jtlv ttie iletestable vices
gov
and a free government : namely, a
f itflrl:ii oiinVession. extortion and
ernment, under laws niaite iy tne iso blackmail.
i
ine
lawless raid without warrant
In a despotism, in Russia, the ex- ,n N,,w Yolk cltv
lock
you
and
ecutive officers arrest
( police levies
h( .oll(,(.lin
f(jrct
you up at will, and keep you locked on houses Hid places.
If they did
In
the not nav the weekly or monthly levy
up as long as tney will, and
your
same way break into and sack
wrg rai(V(1 an,i jn tlal wav over
t
house or your clubor your place of
y,,,,,,,, a yoar waa finally collected,
business at will.
and we saw our chief police rulers re- tn a free government they cannot, tire one after another millionaires,
you
touch you or arrest you or lock
and they are now living as such.
up" without a warrant obtained from
Some say it is little, if any, better
evla court or magistrate on sworn
t'liat I cannot av. I "only
act
dence unless they see you In the
(hp aw.,,as raj, "s t up
kn)).
fhl
,
of committing some criminal offense: ,
mon who have MSl.,, it fn
or
?
and they cannot enter your house
your place, however high or humble.
X- -I
X
without a warrant. These Immunities x- -z
and the provisions which safe guard
them are the warp and woof of free H TCDTJITADI 41 THPlfS
nvurvivhprp.
c7.,t.'.rii
' ' tnun f
J
&"
In the city of New York fhese rights 7
X X X X
have been trampled underfoot by the x X X X X X- -X
rulers of the police for several years,
and the police officials of other cities
throughout the country are, as might CONVICTED OF ASSAULT
ON LITTLE GIRL
be eipccted, following their pernicious
example.
Davis, a man of nioro than
Frank
.... asc ,' v ....... ...i .tuti-ie- t
been more illegitimate' uomoe
There have,..,.In
... ..-Mm
... .... - ....".....
f assault with in- C()llrl at pnoenix
York .luring the last six years than
,
m
,hfi
acIn all Europe, Including Russia,
,h( liulP
o,(, Amv
()f flvp
cording to careful observation.
(laugntp'r of Mrs E,Uth n,.ar,i, who
Anglo-Saxois prac- government
,
m,rS(lf allll two
ch.
.
.
tically overthrown here.
WBS,,inlr.
Thls crllm. was
Even the decisions of the courts committed last May. Davis hail been
. .,.
.
declaring tne rignts ana lumniiuue!, un
w,t'.
o person and house nr.de r o, r s ystem
The
of government are defied ami laughed
lnM.r at the
at by the rulers of the police.
hp was
whp )avis saw

"i

f

I

s,

in foot ball seems to be a Welsh' rarebit dream. The short arm Jolt In the
scrimmage played its usual conspic-

PAGE

All

JUDGE W. J. GAYNOR. OF THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW YORK,
WRITES A HOT ARTICLE AGAINST POLICE METHODS IN AMERPRACTICALLY
GOVERNMENT
IS
ICAN CITIES ANGLO-SAXOOVERTHROWN IN UNITED STATES. HE SAYS.

The Tristate Base Ball I.eatno the
outlaws will put a team in Pittsburg
ball next
and Rive the town
season. The outlaws are showing the
greatest activity In this history. If
the press dispatches are to be relied
upon several of the big 4eamte clubs
will lose some of their stars, as flattering offers have been made to them
to so with the outlaws.
It was necessary to call out the police to suppress the enthusiasm of the
students at Madison over the defeat of
Minnesota by Wisconsin.
A squad of police escorted the Amherst tejni off the field after the came
with Holy Cross at Worcester. Mass.
The trouble was precipitated when
Captain Hubbard of Amherst kicked
HetherniHn of Holy Cross over the
eve, breaking the skin and drawing

'

CZAR

RUSSIAN

A

VV

EVENING CITIZEN

ALltUQUEHQUE

10, 1905.
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o

V
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-
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ALL

FAST LIMITED

wh.-a'-

,

public fcbool house,
old sb i.V tree:
streets, with alleys Lo feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and
winery; three hotels.
150 barrels daily;
canaei'y,
mill,
Helen
Holler
I'atont
Mexico;
New
in
the
mercantile
establishments
lareet
city Intbu mar future cannot be estimated.
Its Importance as a Kreat commercial laKr-a- J
wine, leans and bay in Cen'ral New Mexico.

" and

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

The lots offered are In the center of
coal and wood yard, dm? so:v, barn--

t,n city,

cost-!ari;-

;

u

t

well graded, (many of them improved by
moikrn hotel.
etc, etc. Also a

cultivation):

no

GO OVER

or erav.

l.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
We need a

first-clas-

s

TO BELEN,

EAST AND WEST. NORTH

bakery, tailor shop, shoe bouse, jeweler,

.!umb'nB

AND SOUTH.
shop,

I!

planing mill,

first-ela.S- a

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

I'.

V

V

id

WM- -

JOHN BECKER, President
aw3sr

;

"drear'

c.,:;i"jjg

esrszs

iszzsz'

"air

P2STrsa

x?,

M- -

BERGER, Secretary

rar

eanr.

cl

M

alhuoubkoue evening citizen

rACE EIGHT.

LOCAL, AND
r

BLACKBERRIES.
7 KINDS OF APPLES.
CELERY.
CAULIFLOWER.
SPINACH.
GRAPES.
GRAPE FRUIT.
BANANAS.
GIVE US YOUR ORDERS.

Generally fair tonight and Saturday;
rising temperature.
Don't fowl the fair lnrrtliif? next

This Is Slipper Time

S

Monday niht.
Dr. ('. H. Conner U recovering from
a seven- - attack of typhoid fever.
Mrs. I). N. Comlis Is seriously 111 at
her home on West Railroad avenue.
V. T. I.ee and .lack (ireen. of this
city, were In Santa Ko yesterday on

f. Women's, Children's and
O Wp hate just ttcpivoil a full llu- of
looking,
1
fed coinfortahle. wear well
5 tallies' SiiiT?. Tiny are neat
and liel yen to enjoy your stay lit home.
i

O

Men'i Felt Slippers, Felt Sole.,..
Men' Felt Slipper, Leather

Mrs. Nelson Drew, of Denver. Colo.,
vlsltinc her aunt, Mrs. Mary S.
Swan, of North Second street.

$1.25 to $1.50

Sole

X

Women's Kid Slipper

$1.10, $1.25 and $1.50

Felt Slippers

Children's

Babies' Felt
Trimming

75c, 85c and 90c
45c to 60c

ooooox?okiooooo
a
in canned goods.
fall

Especially as to prices Is certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, w
must get rid of our canned stock fine
as it la and our reduced prices will
make them move In a hurry. Mark
you: they're just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put up," but
out they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up If you want any.

F. F. TROTTER
'27 I

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

J

ooooooooooooosp

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

80

3

tui

piano.

THE GENUINE COCKERINGThe triumphant result of over

-

years of endeavor, Is admitted to be
good quality that any piano

the standard of superiority for every
could possess.

County Commissioners Alfred Grun-feland M. R. SprinKer went to San
ta Fe this morning on business of a
public nature. District. Attorney Clancy accompanied them.
8. E. Newcomer has returned from
San Francisco, where he went sev-- ;
eral. weeks ago with a party of Chi- namen who had been ordered deport
ed from the United States.
Mrs. M. K. Garden of 402 West Silver avenue, has as a visitor for a few
days, Miss Ella Carr, of San Francisco, slsler of Mrs. Mary Scott, a
former resident of Albuquerque.
Dr. Earl McCracken, a prominent os
teopath physician of Shrevejiort. La..
Is in the city, the guest of Dr. C. H.
Conner, of the Barnett building. Dr.
McCracken is seeing the southwest
on a pleasure trip.
Percy Hawley returned this morning
from a bunting trip to the Rio Grande
valley in the vicinity of Sahinal, forty
miles south of this city. He reports
on
duck plentiful
the lower Rio
Grande.
The 'Voman's club held a meeting
this afternoon at the club ro vns In
The
the Commercial club building.
meeting was largely attended and was
tinder the auspices of the literary

WIIITSONT MUSIC. CO.
TIIH
'
SOUTH SECOND (STREET.
'114

e

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Something Always to be Kept
and Prized

0
0

Is a picture in one of our appropriate frames and now is

the tims to have your framing dons for the holiday
season.
We carry the largest line of moulding In the city, and
with our workmanship, mak a combination that can't
be beat The new patterns Just received.
Our representative will call on you with a line of samples
if you will only say the word. Drop us a card or phone.

0

Auto. 491.

Newcomer's Book Store

DIAMONDS

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERIXT

ETC.

LEADINO JEWELER

WANTED Dining room girl.
305 South First street.

Boy's long, grey Overcoats, sizes 8 to 14
years; worth $6, for,

81 50

from

ft

9

&

12

81 50

.t.

R

IN

Into

9

Special Saturday Only, per Suit

for

to
children
pick up? That

UNDERWEAR, THAT FOR

will be a bet-

LINED

MATERIAL.

COMES

IN CRFAM

i t
throwing
away In the
purchase of a
Pint of 'dVrty
UL
water
4
with
each quart ot
oysters.
That's what you do when
yon buy any brand but "Sealshlpt"
they are solid meats and absolutely
clean kept so by shipment in the
Sealshlpt Oyster Carrier.
The San
Jose Market has Sealshlpt Oysters,
fresh daily.

if

TO SELL UNDER A CONTRACT PRICE OF $1.50 A SUIT-- .

BOUGHT

ter plan than

j

j

MEN 'S ' ' VA LLAS TIC 9 UNDER WEA R

the

streets

THE TWO TERRITORIES.

t

FULL LINE OF LIQUORS,
WINES, AND CORDIALS.
FAMILY
TRADE A SPECIALTY. ERNEST
MEYERS A CO., 116 WEST SILVER
AVENUE.
u
ir you want
to throw away
money, why
not throw It
A

RIBBED SO AS TO MAKE
COLOR;

MEN'S FLANNEL

GLOVES-SPEC-

WORKING

IAL

M.

EACH

SATURDAY ONLY.

IT IS THE SEASON OF THE YEAR
FOR FRUIT CAKE, MINCE MEAT
AND PLUM PUDDING.
WE HAVE
ANTICIPATED THE DEMAND, AND
PLACED ON OUR SHELVES THE
FINEST OF INGREDIENTS,
SUCH
"
AS
.
...
,
GLACl CITRON.
GLACI CHERRIES.
GLACl PINEAPPLE,
GLACI PRUNES,
WASHED FIGS.
SHELLED NUTS,
CIDER, (New York),
HIGHLY TESTED SPICES, ETC.
THE- - JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good Things to Eat."
o
Special ell wool undershirts, $1.25

cents, at

SHIRTS

PAIR

Saturday special on GLOVE8. Reg$1.25 per pair.
Reduced,
for Saturday only, to 75c per pair.
Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue
clothier.

75

A

MEN'S WORKING

ular price,

kind,

POWERS, CANNOT BE BEAT; A NEW FLEECE
BEAUTIFUL SOFT GARMENT AFTER WASHING;
SHIRTS SILK FACED; DRAWERS, DOUBLE SEAT.

WARMTH-PRODUCIN-

'

SATURDAY ONLY.

Made up extra strong, particularly adapted to
hard wear. We will guarantee every pair sold.
Satisfaction, or a new pair In exchange. Regular price, $1.25 per pair.

Sells every day in the week at $1 each. Just
the right shirt to wear during work. Comes In
a variety of fancy colors.

& I ITi 4J afl &t&tfl9

The Rallroad Avenue Clothier

Mandell's.

PLUMBING

HIGH GRADES
OF WHISKIES.
WINES, ETC. VAL BLATZ BEST
MILWAUKEE BEER. ALL GOODS
DELIVERED FREE. ERNEST MEYERS & CO., 116 WEST 8ILVER

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

Knee length, Jersey Legglnga, tor
Women, Misses and Children, $1, 85c
and 75c. Cloth Overgaiters for Women and Men, 35c, 50c and 75c. Lambs'
Wool Slipper Soles, In all sizes, 24c to
40c, at C. May s shoe store, 314 West
Railroad avenue.

Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

Special all wool sox. 50 and 75 cent
kinds, 25 cents, at M. Mandell's.
BIG SPECIAL SALE TOMORROW
ON CANNED FRUITS. PRICES AT
TO
SAVE
LESS THAN COST.
MONEY,. CALL AND GET OUR

PRICES.
THE JAFFA GROCERY
"Good Things to Eat"

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

CO.

"SHE" LIKES

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engine?, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. V.lte for Prlcts

FLOWERS

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

Whether "she" Is wife or sweetheart, the most acceptable remembrance Is a bouquet of beautiful
(lowers.
We Just mention this,
thinking, perhaps, you forgot.
319

11

t4B

WHITNEY COMPANY
South First Strert

M3-U5--

THE FLORIST

IVES i

J

II

North Firrt Strttt

401-40- 3

West Santa Fe Ave.
Auto Phone 718.

E. J. POST

AV 1 1

WHEN YOU ARE IN NEED OF
FINE LIQUORS AND WINES, CALL
ON ERNEST MEYERS & CO., 116
WEST SILVER AVENUE. AUTOMATIC 'PHONE, 240.

0 LES A

Tu

HARDWARE

K

0

OO.

&

Proprietors

CHAS. F. MYERS.

WM. MMNTOSK.

0

RETAIL

We Carry "The Best" Heaters

and Ranges

CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.
COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
HOME BASE BURNERS. SUPERIOR QUICK
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN GEM AND PERFECT
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
GALY AND JAPAN ED COAL HODS. FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.

COI.E'3 HOT BLAST.

SHEET IRON HEATERS.

Hoy's nobby grey Over-

coats;

very stylish;
full backs;
12 to 16

long cuts;

worth 12;
years, for,

810 00
l

Boy's School Suits;
neat
mixtures
with
two pairs of Pants, for,

i

o'clock.

mhm

to

Call at

Special Sale on Boy's Clothing and Furnishing;

MORE SEASONABLE.
THE SOLE OBJECT OF THIS SALE IS OUR DETERMINATION TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THIS
STORE GIVES BETTER VALUES MORE FOR THE MONEY, THAN ANY OTHER MARKETING CEN-TE-

'

A fine place to wnlt
away the
hours at the pool hall, No. 115 West
Railroad
avenue.
i

When bought right are a good Investment. Our prices are right
We lnvlts
you to coil and examine the beauU ul
diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

aw

"i
DANCING

ACADEMY.
4
Open Sai unlay nights at Col- omlio hall.
Instructions from 8
to 9 o'cl'ii k. Social dancing

d

A. J. l.oomts, the popular deputy Internal revenue collector, with headquarters at Santa
Is in the city
today on business with those who do
patronize Uncle Sam's revenue department.
N. A. Lewis is in the city. He is
returning to Hisbee, Arizona, after attending the funeral and burial of his
mother, Mrs. E. Lewis, at Salt Lake
City, Utah. The deceased was about
forty-fivyears of age.
II. II. Betts, city clerk of Silver
City, passed through the city tls
morning en route to Boston, where
Mrs. Betts has been visiting the past
month. They will return to New Mex
ico within a couple of weeks.
One of the most Important meetings of the year the territorial fair
meeting will be held at the room upstairs over Zelger's cafe next Monday evening. All citizens having the
city at heart are requested to attend.
Ladies appointed to solicit funds for
the Associated Charities will please
not forget the meeting called for tomorrow afternoon at the residence
of Rabbi Kaplan on South Seventh
street. Every church In the city
should have representatives present.
Fred Scholia, of Belen, Is In the city
looking after the transfer of 8,500
lambs, which he sold to W. H. Lyles,
of Socorro. Mr. Lyles la shipping a
large number of sheep from the local
Santa Fe Btock yards. Mr. Scholle will
remain In the city a couple of days.
B. Davidson, who about Ave years
ago was the hydraulic mechanical engineer at the Albemarle mill and mine
in the Cochltl mountains, Is in the city
and has met many old friends. Mr.
Davidson, on leaving here went to the
state of Guerrero, Mexico, where he
became the general manager of the
Trinidad Mining and Smelting company, and where he successfully operated several mines for himself. For
the past two months he visited relatives and friendB near Toronto, Canada, Niagara Falls and Chicago. He
will remain here a couple of days and
then continue south to Mexico. He
says he has made considerable money
In Mexico mines, and will continue to
operate down In that republic.

FOLLOWING OUT OUR POLICY OF GIVING EXTRAORDINARY VALUES, WE HAVE INAUGURATED A SERIES OF SATURDAY SPECIAL SALES,
THE FIRST, HELD A WEEK OR TWO AGO, WAS A REMARKABLE SUCCESS. THIS, THE SEC.
OND OF THE SERIES, PROMISES TO BE EVEN MORE SO THE VALUES ARE GREATER AND
ARE

EAT
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ALBUQUERQUE

Mich.
'

Fur

Juliets,

THINGS

r

lifarnard ii l.lndemann expect to
get Into their new store room, on Oold
venue, near Second street, in auoul
a week or ten tiays.
Manuel Sanchez, of Atrlsco, who
was
was recently adjudged Insane,
conveyed today from the county Jail
to the territorial asylum at Las Vegas.
Miss Alice Bailey, teacher of Span
ish at the Silver City normal, has been
Riven a year's vacation, and has gone
on a visit to relatives at Cadillac,

Men's Kid Slippers. Black or
$1.50, $2.00 and $2.50
Tan
Women's Felt Slippers ... .60c to $1.25
Women's Felt Juliets, Fur
Tops, Red, Green, Black or
$1.25, $1.35 and $1.50
Brown

TO
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GROCERY CO.

JAFFA

GOOD

business and pleasnro.

,

75c

THE

SPECIALS

IG

DUCKS
OYSTERS.

STRAWBERRIES.
RAILROAD AYEJfr

10, 1905.

SPRING CHICKS.

GEESE.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

3 14 WEST

NOVEMBER

TURKEYS.

PHRSOXAh

,

FRIDAY,

--

Young

Men's Suits, la
Cassimeres and Worsteds, $10, $12 and

.Mil

X2

II

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
AND AMMUNITION.

A

NEW STOCK

OF

WE INVITE THE TRADE

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS

TO INSPECT THEM.

813 50
L

Boj's Union Underwear. Fleeced Lined,

75c

WE CARRY THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK
.fU ..

--- tsar

.

1,

OF FOOD

i

CHOPPERS.
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-
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BREAD MAKERS, CAKE MAKERS.
STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS A SPECIALTY.
THE

JE.L.WASHBURWC
119

West

Gold

FAMOUS

fx

-

f

122 South Second Street

No. 215
:

West Railroad Avenue
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